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The Academic Division 
OF 
VIR G INI A COM M O N W EA LTH U NIVERS ITY 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
The Mosque Auditorium 
June 7, 1970 
10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P .M. 






Dr. Warren W . Brandt 
President 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Processional"" "Prelude on a Melody by Melchior Vulpius" - Willam 
Lawrence Robinson, Organist 
Invocation 
Commencement Address 
Conferring of Degrees 
Dean J. Edwin Whitesell 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Dean J. Curtis Hall 
School of Business 
Benediction 
The Most Reverend John J. Russell 
Bishop of Richmond 
Dr. Roy E. McTarnaghan, Director 
State Council of Higher Education 
President Warren W. Brandt 
Dr. Walter R. Coppedge 
Acting Chief Aaministrator 
School of Community Services 
Mr. Cornelius A. Kooiman 
Director 
School of Occupational Therapy 
Bishop Russell 
Recessional Symphony No. VI ("Finale") - Widor 
Lawrence Robinson, Organist 
FACULTY MARSHALS : 
C. Thomas Holloway, Senior Marshal 
John L. Long, Senior Marshal 
A. Lee Hall 
Russell A. Johnston 
John D . Lambert 
E. Cofer Loomer 
Margaret L. May 
R. Shade Wilson 
Eleanor V. Wolfe 
Keith C. Wright 
JUNIOR MARSHALS : 
Susan J. Brown 
Calvin L. Coleman 
Kenneth N. Harris 
Davyd F. Hood 
Mary B. Park 
Patrick G. Snow 
Mary E. Tisdale 
*The audience is requested to stand until the conclusion of the Invocation. 
RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES 
(The student's major subject is stated in parentheses following the name) 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
Barden, William Edwin, Jr. (Law Enforcement).... .. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Cook, Vernon Stuart t (Law Enforcement)............ ... ..Mechanicsville, Virginia 
~~}e0,hAil~JLcaJ7n/J;,fo1r1cetm(enArt)ts .... & ...... S ...c .. . 1;e ... n ... c ... e ..s ..) ...... ·.·. . .... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
........................... Richmond, Virginia 
Kay, Walter Fleming t (Law Enforcement)........ .. ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Moles, Norman Reynolds (Law Enforcement)... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Phillips, Charlie E., Jr. (Law Enforcement). ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Phillipd Claudia Mitchell t (Arts & Sciences)......... . . .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Raglan , Catherine Sheppard (Arts & Sciences)..... .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Shuman, Anita Ruth (Arts & Sciences) ........ :.............. .. ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Singleton, Huey Andrew (Law Enforcement).. .. ........................ ....... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
Allen, Barbara Anne (Cooperative Distribution) .............. ................. .. ....... Alexandria, Virginia 
Anderson, Lynn Elizabeth ~General Secretarial) .................................. Hagerstown, Maryland 
Belton, Margaret Ann (Me ical Secretarial).... ................ .. ....... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Blake, Wayne Carlton (Cooperative Distribution)..... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Brookes, Mary Garland (Legal Secretarial).. .. .. .. ....... West Point, Virginia 
Church, Anna Marie t (Legal Secretarial).. .. .. . .... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Clarke, Lewis Dodridge, Jr. (Data Processing) .................................. Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Clay, Jan Marlyn t (General Secretarial) ..................... .. ......... ......... .. ... Springfield, Virginia 
Donovan, Sue Diane (Legal Secretarial) ............................... ........ .New Canaan, Connecticut 
Finch~.Jeffrey Hoyle (Data Processing)................. .. ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Franklin, William Ralph, Jr. (Data Processing) .... Richmond, Virginia 
Gaul, Gary Allen t (Data Processing).................... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
George, Rebecca Lou .. (Medical Secretarial). Richmond, Virginia 
Gregory, Brenda Joyce (Medical Secretarial). ...................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Hash, Paul Welcfon, Jr. (Data Processing).................... ...... .. . .. ......... . Woodlawn, Virginia 
Hatchell, Patricia Dawn .... (Data Processing)................. ..Richmond, Virginia 
Heggie, Eula Temple Wilson t (Medical Secretarial) ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Hollingsworth, Elaine Kay (General Secretarial)....... . ........................... Richmond, Virginia 
Howard, Carolyn Jane .. (Legal Secretarial). ...... .. . Freder.icksburg, V!r~n!a 
Hulmes, Shirley Kay t (Legal Secretarial) .......... ... ........ Richmond, Vugima 
Leave!, Mary Margaret t (Medical Secretarial). ... ... .. .. ... ..... .. ... ..... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Locklear, Brenda Fay (Legal Secretarial). ....................................... .. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Loving, Alice Marie (General Secretarial). .. .. .......... .... .. .... .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Macllroy, Nancy Virginia (Data Processing) ... .. ................... Richm~nd, V!r~n!a 
Martin, M. Estelle t (General Secretarial). . .. .... ..... . Gum Spang, Vugima 
Martin, Mary Karen (Cooperative Distribution)... .. .............. Norfolk, Virginia 
McDaniel, Judy Lynn (Legal Secretarial) . . . ..... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Miller, Donna Delaine (Legal Secretarial).. .. .... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Neill, Eileen Patricia t (Cooperative Distribution) ................... Bethayres, Pennsylvania 
O'Donnell1 Francis Cornelius t (Cooperative Distribution) ... Richmond, Virginia 
Ralph, Juctith Ann (Data Processing).. ..... . .. Chesapeake, Virginia 
Ramey, Pamila Delores t (General Secretarial) ... . . .................. Warrenton, Virginia 
Richardson, Carolyn Faye t (Medical Secretarial) ........... . Richmond, Virginia 
Stein, Erika Charlotte ( General Secretarial ) ....... ......... ....... Williamsburg, Virginia 
Tatum, Sandra W . (Data Processing) ... .. ................... Richmond, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
f:·*With Honors 
tCompleted Degree requireme nt s prior to June 1970 
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Uzel, Linda Elaine (Medical 'Secretarial)... . .......... . Richmond, Virginia 
Wall, Maxine Elizabeth t ( General Secretarial). .... . .... ...... .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Williams, Connie Hicks (General Secretarial).. . .. . ................ Fredericksburg, Virginia 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Balint, Laszlo Peter (French) ... . ....... . Richmond, Virginia 
Bishop, Dale Owen ° (English) .......................... Doswell, Virginia 
Blanks, Ted Patterson t (History)... . . . Hopewell, Virginia 
Bowles, Richard Curd, Jr. (History). .... . ... ..... ....................................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Bragg, Randolph Merritt (English)......... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Brenneman, Orda Clyde, Jr. t (History) ... . ... .. Providence Forge, Virginia 
~h:tti!i~c~bt~s: Jr. Cf rcHt?o~y) ... .. ............ ....... . ... ····••···· . l\1v?eat:: ~!;:~!: 
Ciucci, Robert Lord t (English). ............ .. ..... .......................................... .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Coberly, Donald Joe (History).... . .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Covington, Linda Gail t (English)... . ......... ..... ............ . Richmond, Virginia 
Cramer, Morris Ashton t (History).... . .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Culotta, Paul Freeman (History). ..... . ............................... ..... .... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Curtin, Joseph S., Jr. (English). .. ...... . ............. ... .......... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Dadiani, Lisa N. t (English). . Arlington, Virginia 
Davis, Harry Hubert, Jr. (English). . . .......................... .. ........... Rockfish, Virginia 
Dazey, Mary Anne Snyder * (History) ... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
de Vignier, Robert Alexander t (History) .. ..... ........ . ..... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Drake, Robert Waring t (English).......... . ........ .... . .. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Ferguson, Linda Kay t (English). .. .. ............... .. . .... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Fostek, Sandra Dezeme (English)...... .... ....... . . ... .. .. ... ...... . Richmond, Virginia 
Franklin, Gregory William * * (History)... . ........ ... Richmond, Vir~nia 
Gilliam, Marie Annette Whitaker ( English) ........................................ .. ... Montross, Vugmia 
Graham, Gary N. t (English). ...... Wise, Virginia 
~:r;h'.t!c1:1o~:1ecJ~~1~~)st~?~•••·· ···· · ····•••••••••••••••••••••·•·•••••••••••••••• ~i!iM~,dM~1a~ci Hays, Doris Baker (English).. . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Holmes, Alpheus Forrester t (English) ................ .. .. .. ... ... ... ..... . . ..... Norfolk, Virginia 
Holt, Sallie Hammond (English). .... . ..... ..... ... ......................... ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
Hylton, Raymond Pierre (History). . . ..... Chester, Virginia 
Jones, ~mes Claude (History). .. . ........... ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Iz~d~ick,YDe~~!es;e c~!:~~t? ················· ······· ····· ··················· ··· ···· ·· ····· ·· ·············.N~~th;i~h~Ch~t;~: ~!tia~d Kise, Kathleen Kee (English). ......................................................................... Richmond, Virginia Kittle, Loye Dace, Jr. t (English). . .. . ... ....... ..... .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Lane, Arthur Rowland, Jr. t (History)... . ... ............. ... ....... ..... ....... .... .. Roanoke, Virginia 
Lears, R. E. Lee t (English). ...... .. ............ ...... Annapolis, Maryland 
Lee, Jos{J>h Edward (History). ......... . .............. Winchester, Virginia 
Leiper, Esther Mather (English)... . ............. Cheyney, Pennsylvania 
Lewis, Julia Shepherd (History)... . .. Lawrenceville, Virginia 
Massey, Richard J. (History)... . ....... ...... .. ...... ...... ......... .... . Shacklefords, Virginia 
Mickle, Carole Thompson (English). . ...... ... .. Lynchburg, Virginia 
Mills, Joseph Franklin, Jr. (English). ..... .. . .................................. Front Royal, Virginia 
Moore, Brenda Saunders (English).... . .............. ... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Moore, Mary Frances Edmunds (English).. . .. ..... ... ... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Morrissey, Dorothy Louise t (History). . . . . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Mudd, Richard Peers (History). . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Myers, Mary Cary (English )... . ....... ... .... .. .. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Orr, Mildred Jeanne (English)... . ..... Suffern, New York 
Otto, Dorothy Jean t (History).. . .. Baltimore, Maryland 
Parkinson, Elaine Gail t (History). .... ...... .. .. . .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Pollock, Cynthia Diane ,,... (English).. . . .. . ... ....... ........ Petersburg, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
**With Honors 
tCompleted Degree requirements p rior to June 1970 
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filiPl~J~~1:r~?s1~~J2~ist~ry )... ........... ::: :> : ::~:!~t ~!~!~!: 
Roberts, Ronald David * (French).. . . . . .. ... . ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Slatten, Richard William O (French). ......................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Snider, Thomas Porter t (History). ..... . .. . .......... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Swafford, James Marion t (History). ... .. .. .. . ................. . Richmond, Virginia 
Thomas, Anne Baldwin t (History). . .. . ... . ......... Cambridge, Maryland 
Torbeck, Charles Stuart, Jr. (History).... . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Tyrpak, Michael John (History). .... Richmond, Virginia 
Urbach, Rosalind Patricia (English). .. .Richmond, Virginia 
Vaughan, Ronald Douglas t (History).. . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Wayne, Frederick Burleigh t (History).. . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Webb, Patricia F. (History). ..... . Fairfax, Virginia 
Williams, Frances Braxton (French).. . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Wood, James Adam (History). . . . ............................................. Roanoke, Virginia 
Wynn, Ronald Sherwood (History). ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
BACHEWR OF SCIENCE 
Abramson, Shelley Sternfield (Social Welfare)... . ................... .... .......... Norfolk, Virginia 
Agee, Cornelius Hamilton, III (Business-Administration) .. ... .... Buckingham, Virginia 
Agnew, Robert Jackson t (Advertising). .. . ............. .Summerville, Georgia 
Agrapides, Gregory A. (Business-Management). ... ..... ........... ........... Brooklyn, New York 
Aholtz, David Griffith (Law Enforcement). .. .... . ... Woodbridge, Virginia 
Akers, Mary Lynn (Sociology). . . .. . . ..... . . .... . . Hopewell, Virginia 
Albertson, Charles Wesley, Jr. t (Business-Accounting). ... .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Allen, Patrick Truman t (Business-Administration). .. .. .... . .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Ampolo, Louis J. t (Recreational Leadership). ................................ . .. ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Andes, Glenda I. (Advertising). .. ............ . . . . ... . . ...... Remington, Virginia 
Andrews, Ernest Courtney (Social Welfare) ... ..... .... .............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Andrews, Lillian Rosalie t (Social Welfare). ........................................ Richmond, Virginia 
Ankeney, James Douglas t (Retailing).. . . ............ Hampton, Virginia 
Angell, Daniel Lee t (Business-Administration).. . .... . Boones Mill, Virginia 
Armstrong, Larry Stephen (Sociology). ... Richmond, Virginia 
Ashby, Stuart Lane (Business-Administration).. . . . . .. . . ..... Falls Church, Virginia 
Atkinson, Herbert Willie (Business-Administration). .............. Glen Allen, Virginia 
Atkinson, James Michael (Business-Accounting).... . .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Atkinson, William Austin, Jr. t (Business-Administration).... . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Auders, Peggy Ann t (Social Welfare). . .. . P~tersburg, V!r~n!a 
Austin, Ronald Leslie t (Business-Accounting)... .... .. .... ........ . ...... Richmond, V1rgmia 
Bagby, Martha Genevieve (Recreational Leadership). .. .. .. Bon Air, V!r~n!a 
Bailey, Kenneth Earl t (Sociology). . . .... ....... ..... ... .. .. .. .. ............ ....... .Saxe, VHgm1a 
Baker, Thomas Edward t (Social Welfare). .. ....... .. .. .. ... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Barlow, Robert Mickey t (Psychology). . . . . ... .... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Barnett, George William (Business-Administration) . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Barnhill, Glenn Russell (Business-Administration). ....... Falls Church, Virginia 
Barrett, Pamela Dare t (Retailing). .. . .. Norfolk, Virginia 
Baskette, Robert Delaney (Advertising). . . . ...... .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Basta, Michael William, II t (Retailing). ...... .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bauer, Richard Arthur, Jr. (Business-Economics). ....... .......... . Richmond, Virginia 
Beasley, Claude Randolph t (Business-Administration). .. . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Beckstoffer, Ronald August (Business-Administration). . . ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Belcher, Cheryl Jean t (Social Welfare). . . .... Axton, Virginia 
Bellone, Rosemary Veronica (Nursing)... . . .......... .. .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Benbow, John Byron t (Business-Management). ..... . ....... Rockville, Maryland 
Benedict, Patricia Ann (Recreational Leadership). . . ... .................... .. Falls Church, Virginia 
Berger, Emma Marie (Sociology). .. . .. Lewisburg, West Virginia 
Bertoni, Jacques John t (Law Enforcement).. . ........... Roanoke, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
,,:.*With Honors 
i'Completed Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Bevins; Dennis Calvin (Psychology)............. .. ...Roanoke, Virginia 
Billiare1, Sally Lee (Occupational Therapy). ...................................... . Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
Binns, John Thomas (Psychology) ..... .............. .......... ..... .. .. .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Blake, Frederick Allen t (Business-Management) .. . .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Blake1 Patricia Ann (Journalism).............. .. .................................. Chester, Virginia 
Blane1, Robert Edward t (Psychology). . .. ............... Richmo_nd, V!r~!a 
Blount, Thomas Robertson, Jr. t (Business-Accounting) ......... ·.·.· ... Ce .......n .... tr .. eEVI~llec,kM, Variry~ai;:d 
Blunt, Samuel Thomas (Recreational Leadership) .... ........... .. 
Bohr, John James (Business-Accounting)................ .. ..... Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 
Bonham, Daniel Henry, Jr. t . (Business-Management) .................... Annandale, Virginia 
Bonig, Susan Lynn t (Business-Administration). . . ......... ... Arlington, Virginia 
Booker, Gloria Hill (Nursing) ...... ..... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Bosserman, Larry Arnold (Business-Management) .... .. ....................... Richmond, V!r~n!a 
Botkin, John David t (Mathematics) ................................................ ................... Manassas, V1rgm1a 
Bowie, Lenore Gay t (Sociology) ... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bowman, Sandra Laurette (Psychology)... .. Charles City, Virginia 
Bowman, William Edwards (Business-Administration). ........................ .Richmond, Virginia 
Boyd, Betty Jo (Social Welfare). ............. ...................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Boyd, Jacguetta Phylogene t (Social Welfare)........ ..... .. ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Boyles, Charles William, Jr. (Business-Management). ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Brady, Margaret Sharon (Science).............................................. .. ... Fairfax, Virginia 
Brandon, Julia Shell t (Sociology). .. .. .. ..... . .... .. ... .. .. . . ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
Branscomb, Rachel Joanne (Sociology) ... .. ........ ..... .Newport News, Virginia 
Brennan, William T . t ..... (Business-Management} ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Bridges, Rembert Gust (Retailing)............................................ . ..... Mansfield, Louisiana 
Bridges, Warren Cabell (Recreational Leadership) ................................... Franklin, Virginia 
Brinser, Richard Travis (Occupational Therapy). .. ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
Brockington, Catherine Shipman (Psychology)...... .. .................... Richmond, Virginia 
Brodecki, Joseph M. t (Psychology)................................ .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Broder, Nigel (Business-Accounting)................................ . ... ... Annandale, Virginia 
Brooks, James Wesley t (Retailing). ......... .......... ........... ................................ ...... .Lynchburg, Virginia 
Browe, David Bruce (Retailing).................. ................. .... .. ................... Richmond, Virginia 
Brown, Calvin Roy (Business-Administration) ... . ......... .. . Colonial Heights, V!r~n!a 
Brown, G. Wayne (Business-Administration) .... .. ..... ........... Warsaw, V~r~n~a 
Buchanan, Linda Lee (Business-Administration) ...................... .. .. .Newport News, Vugmia 
Bunting, Bolton Murray, Jr. (Business-Administration) ...................... Gloucester, Virginia 
Burgess, Melvin Dwight, r. t (Business-Management) ......... Richmo~d, V!r~n!a 
Burgess, Robert Earl (Business-Management) .................... .... ... ........... ...... ......... Franklm, V1rgmia 
Burneston, Judith Ann (Psychology) .... . ...Richmond, Virginia 
Burruss, Kathaleen O'Farrell t (Retailing)... . ........... Hot Springs, Virginia 
Burruss, William Atwell, Jr. t (Retailing)........ ........... .......... .. .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Burton, Thomas Gary, Jr. t (Business-Administration) ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Busche!, Madelyn Marfowe t (Social Welfare)... . ............... Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Butler, Billy Lee (Business-Administration)... . ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Byers, Michael Forney (Retailing) ... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Cahen, Susan Stevenson t (Journalism) .................. Richmond, Virginia 
Cahill, Michael Evans (Law Enforcement). .. . ........ Edinburg, Virginia 
Campbell, Joe Paige (Business-Management).. . .. ....... Staunton, Virginia 
Cannon, Arthur Middleton t (Business-Administration) ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
Cantalupo, Frank Anthony (Business-Economics). .. ....... Richmond, Virgin/a 
Cantrell, Linda Karen (Business-Administration).................. . . .......... Boydton, Virginia 
Capoun, Clement James t (Occupational Therapy) .... .... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Carter, 'John Hershel t (Business-Accounting) ..... ..... ...... . . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Carter, Phillip Ashby (Business-Accounting) .. . .. .. Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Castle, Virgil Dennis (Business-Administration) ........................................ Richmond, Virginia 
Catron, Candace Hughes (Advertising) .. . .... Abingdon, Virginia 
Chaffins, David Archie (Business-Management) ... .. ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Cheatwood, June Thomas t (Sociology) .. . ..... ....... .. . .. ··;;;i; Richmond, V!r~n!a 
Christian, Thomas Harold (Business-Accounting) ................ . l'l/ew Canton, Vugmia 
Clark, Jeff Ray (Business-Economics) .. . ... .... . . .. ...... ;~a~nesboro, V!r~n!a 
Clements, David Warren (Advertising) .. .. ................... .Vugima Beach, Vugima 
**With Honors 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Clements, Larry Thomas t ( Business-Administration) .. . .. Prince George, Virginia 
Clutz, Candace Harriet * * (Retailing)... . ...... .Hagerstown, Maryland 
Cobb, Gretchen Lee ( Occupational Therapy).. . ........ .......... . . Richmond, Virginia 
Cockrell, Cynthia Faye (Business-Administration) ... . .. ......... Burgess, Virginia 
Coghill, Dennis Arlington (Retailing). . . . ...... ................. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Cohn, Stuart Marvin (Business-Management)... . ............. . Richmond, Virginia 
Colbert, Floyd Douglas, Jr. (Sociology). .. . ... .. .. . Chester, Virginia 
Coleman, Edward Lee (Retailing)... Montpelier, Virginia 
Colgin, Aubrey Marion (Business-Accounting) ... ... ... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Colley, Patsy A. t (Sociology). . ... . . .. ... . .... .. Charlottesville, Virginia 
Collins, Robert Carroll t (Business-Administration).. . .. .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Collins, Samuel Addison, Ill t (Retailing). ..... ... .. ... ..... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Cone, Peggy Anne (Mathematics).. . . ... .... ... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Conley, James B. (Biology).. . . ... . Kilmarnock, Virginia 
Cook, William Hearn t (Business-Administration) .. . .. . ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Cooke, Christine Stephenson ** (Journalism)............ .. . ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Cooper, David Edward (Business-Accounting). . . . . .. .. .. . Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Cornish, Richard Lee (Sociology). .. . . ..... .. ... .... . .. ... ..... ... . . . .. .. ....... Fairfax, Virginia 
Corsetti, Robert Charles t (Business-Administration).. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Crane, Joseph Thompson, III t (Business-Accounting). . ..... ... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Crawford, James William (Sociology).. .... ... . . ... .. .. . ... . . ...... Staunton, Virginia 
Creedle, Sherwood Hart t (Business-Accounting).. . . . ..... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Crenshaw, Donna Lee t (Sociology). ... .. ... ...... .... . .. .. ......... ........... ........... Newport News, Virginia 
Crosby, Janice Doswell (Business-Accounting) ... . .. .... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Curran, Maureen Bagley t (Psychology). . .. . . . . .... . . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Curry, James Robert, III (Business-Accounting).. .... . .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Curtler, Christopher Stuart (Social Welfare).. .. .. .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Darby, Drew Earl, Jr. * * t (Business-Accounting}.. .. . . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Davenport, William Wallace (Business-Management). . . ....... ... ....... .. ... . Chester, Virginia 
Davis, Cynthia t (Biology). .. . ... .... .. Ashland, Virginia 
Davis, Ellery Stuart (Business-Management). ............ ..... ........ .. .. ........ ... Powhatan, Virginia 
Davis, Jerry Douglas (Business-Accounting)... .. .......... . . ... ... .. ... ... .. .... .. .... ... Sandston, Virginia 
Davis, Leslie Menderville, Jr. (Business-Management)... . . ..... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Davis, Otis Allen t (Business-Administration). . . . ... . Grafton, Virginia 
Davis, Ray Campbell "* t (Sociology). . . ..... .. . .. .. ........... . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Dean, Kenneth W. (Business-Management}.. . . .... .. .Austinville, Virginia 
Deisher, Victor Wayne (Business-Accounting)... . ... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Dennis, Landra Hopkins t (Business-Office Administration). .. .. Amissville, Virginia 
Denson, William David (Business-Administration). ... Richmond, Virginia 
Denton, Melvin Raymond (Law Enforcement). . . ... ..... .. .. .. .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Dickinson, Stephen Young (Business-Accounting). .. .. .. .. . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Diehr, Harvey Perkins, Jr. t (Business-Accounting).. . ... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Diggs, Janis Ziemer t (Social Welfare). Richl!1ond, V)rg!n)a 
Dixon, Beverly Romaine (Occupational Therapy)... .... . ........ .. .... ..... ... . Qumton, V1rg1ma 
Dodson, Thomas Strickland (Business-Accounting). .. . . ... Middleburg, Virginia 
Donohoe, Douglas Harville (Business-Management).. . .... Vienna, Virginia 
Doran, Michael Sale (Business-Management) .. .. .... .......... .. .. ... ....... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Dowell, Anita Lynn t (Retailing). .. .. Winston"Salem, North Carolina 
Drinkwater, Wayne Calvin (Business-Accounting)... . .......... .... Blackstone, Virginia 
Driver, Jack Wayne (Retailing). ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Dudley, Sandra Lee t (Science). ..... .. .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Duke, Martha Jane (Business-Administration). .... . .... ....... Charles City, Virginia 
Ebhardt, Joseph Herman t (Journalism).. ... ........ . .... .... ......... Manassas, Virginia 
Echols, Rita Carolyn (Social Welfare). . ....... .. .. Farmville, Virginia 
Eckenrode, Lexie Tyrone (Law Enforcement). ...... . .. Biglerville, Pennsylvania 
Edgerton, Patricia Lane t (Sociology). ...... Cumberland, Virginia 
Edmonds, Wilford Kenneth, Jr. (Business-Administration) ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Edwards, Judith Ann (Social Welfare). ... .. .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Eichmann, Milton Randolph (Biology). . . ...... .. .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Eley, Randolph Davis, Jr. (Business-Administration) .. .. Ric~mond, V!rg!n!a 
Ellis, Darla Cherie (Sociology). ...... ... . .... . ........ .. . . . .. .. ... ... .. ... .... . . .Arlmgton, V1rgima 
.:,· *With Honors 
-;·Completed D rgrre requirements prior to June 1970 
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Ellis, Ronald Lyle (Psychology). . .. . .. .. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Emanuel, Catherine Cush (Psychology). .... Richmond, Virginia 
Emery, Suzanne Elizabeth (Social Welfare). ..... Hampton, Virginia 
Ernest, Edward Meyer t (Business-Administration). .. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Eve, Jot (Business-Management)... . ... . .. ... .. .. Chester, Virginia 
Faria, Gary Louis t (Business-Administration). .... ... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Farrar, Stephen Lee, Ill (Business-Administration) .. . ... .. . Amelia, Virginia 
Fawley, Michael Edward (Social Welfare).. . ........ .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Featherston, Dean Cobb t (Science). .. .. ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Fedder, Carolyn Grissom (Business-Office Administration). .. . ..... Poquoson, Virginia 
Feindt, Frank J. t (Business-Administration). . . . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Felts, Everette Allan t (Business-Administration). ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Ferrell, Naomi Soper (Retailing). Arlington, Virginia 
Fisher, Mary Lynn Guyton t (Social Welfare). . . ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Fishman, Marlene Ruth t (Social \Velfare). ..... Plainfield, New Jersey 
Flaherty, Michael Elroy (Business-Administration) .. ..... ... ... ......... ........ . Richmond, Virginia 
Flanagan, Walter Philip, Jr. (Business-Economics).. ...... . Richmond, Virginia 
Fletcher, Eugene Cary (Business-Accounting) .... ... . Glen Allen, Virginia 
Flynn, Errol Russell t (Business-Accounting) .. .... ....... ... ....... .... ...... .. .. ....... .. Beaverdam, Virginia 
Forkin, James A. (Business-Administration ). ..... .... ... .. ... ....... . ... Arlington, Virginia 
Forman, Jeffrey Wayne t (Business-Administration). .... . Springfield, New Jersey 
Francis, James Thomas t (Advertising). .. . ..... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Frankey, Roger Earl (Law Enforcement). .... .. Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Franko, Bernard Vincent, Jr. t (Business-Management ) .. .......... ...... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Frederick, Scott Cornell (Journalism). ..... ..................... .. ...... .... ...... .... ... . .. .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Fultz, Martha Susan (Occupational Therapy). .. . .. ..... .... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Furr, Reginald Leroy, Jr. (Business-Economics) .. ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Fussell, Roger Gene t (Business-Accounting). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Gahan, Timothy Andrew (Psychology). .. . .. ..... ... ..... .... .. ......... ... ...... . Richmond, Virginia 
Gallion , Milbourne Clayton, Jr. t ( Business-Economics ) Richmond, Virginia 
Gallion, Susan Armstrong (Sociology). ... ... ............... .......... ............. ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Gammon, Kenneth Aubrey t (Business-Management) ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Garfield, Norman Lynn (Business-Accounting). . .Arlington, Virginia 
Gazo, Joan Frances (Occupational Therapy). .. . ...... ... .... Little Rock, Arkansas 
Gentry, James Carl t (Business-Administration) ..... . ..... ...... ...... .... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Gentry, Ronald Dale t (Advertising) . . ......... ...... .... Richmond, Virginia 
George, Dianne Adams (Social Welfare). .... . ... .... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
George, William Michael (Business-Administration ) .... ... . Roanoke, Virginia 
Gibbs, Marcia G. (Occupational Therapy). .................... ... Asheville, North Carolina 
Gibson, Janice Fae (Social Welfare) .. .... . . . . .... . .. Arlington, Virginia 
Gillenwater, Winston G., Sr. t (Business-Economics) ... . .... . .. . .. ... Toms Brook, Virginia 
Glazebrook, James Douglas (Business-Administration) .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Gordner, Lynda Joan (Occupational Therapy )... . . .. . ...... ... .. Fort Monroe, Viri,>inia 
Gordon, Michael Edward (Business-Management). . ... ....... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Gorman, Joel Howard t (Business-Administration) .. ...... . Baltimore, Maryland 
Gorman, William Hicks t (Recreational Leadership). ....... ..... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Graham, Thomas Harvey t (Business-Administration ) . .. ... .. . ...... ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Grammer, Robert Warner t (Business-Accounting). .. .... ...... .. .. .......... Waverly, Virginia 
Grant, Gerald Vaughn, Jr. (Business-Administration) ... ... .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Gray, Berkeley McCabe, II (Law Enforcement ) .. Roanoke, Virginia 
Gray, Emmett Ryland, Jr. t (Business-Administration ). ... Doswell, Virginia 
Gray, James Vernon * t (Business-Accounting) .. . . Springfield, Virginia 
Grefe, Charles August (Chemistry). Richmond, Virginia 
Gregory, Mary Martin (Business-Office Administration ) .. ..Java, Virginia 
Griffin, Joyce Bates (Mathematics). . .. ... . .. .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Grollman, Karen (Advertising). ... .. . Vienna, Virginia 
Grosik, Joseph C., Jr. t (Business-Economics) .. . Petersburg, Virginia 
Grumbine, Eugene E., Jr. (Science) ..... .. ..... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Guinn, Richard LeRoy (Business-Accounting). .. Richmond, Virginia 
Guinn, Stephen Lee (Psychology). Richmond, Virginia 
Guthrie, Jack Howard (Advertising). . .. Black Mountain, North Carolina 
·A· *With Honors 
fCompleted D('g-rce requirements p,·ior to .June 1970 
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Hall, Bruce Wendell (Business-Administration). .... Beaverdam, Virginia 
Hancock, Ronnie Wayne t ( Business-Economics) .. .. . .. .. Roanoke, Virginia 
Handley, James Dean t (Sociology). ...... ............... Church Road, Virginia 
Hanger, Timothy Martin (Business-Administration). .. . ....... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Hansen, Robert Victor, Jr. t (Psychology)... .. ............... ... .. .. Bon Air, Virginia 
Harowitz, Carol (Journalism). .. . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Harrell, John Martin (Business-Administration ). . .. Norfolk, Virginia 
Harris, Doris Annette (Occupational Therapy). .... . . .. .. ...... Jackson's Gap, Alabama 
Harris, Richard Allan t (Business-Administration). . .. .. . . Alexandria, Virginia 
Harris, Rosalynd Lee t (Social Welfare )... . Chesapeake, Virginia 
Hash, Dwight McKee, Jr. t (Business-Administration). .. ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Haskell, Joseph (Business-Administration).. ...... .................. .... .. .. ... Norfolk, Virginia 
Hawkins, Janet Eugenia (Journalism)..... . .... ... ... .... Coeburn, Virginia 
Hayes, Elaine Edith t (Business-Management). .. .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Hazelton, Henrietta Cannon t (Sociology).. . .... .. ... .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Heath, Curtis Nowlin (Business-Administration ). . . ..... Buckingham, Virginia 
Heishman, John E. t * (Business-Accounting) . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Henderson, Robert Nelson (Advertising). . . ... ..... .... . Ly_nchburg, Vir&!n!a 
Henderson, Samuel Clement (Business-Administration) ... .. .......... .. Richmond, V1rg1ma 
Henley, David A. (Sociology). . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Henss, Werner Lothar (Chemistry). . . . . . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Herndon , John Michael (Business-Accounting)... . ...... ... ..... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Herndon, Kenneth James t (Business-Administration). ........... Springfield, Virginia 
Hickam, Wade Hampton t (Business-Management). ............. ... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Hicks, Ralph Marion, Tr. t (Sociology). . . ... .. ... ... ... ...... Lewisville, North Carolina 
Highberger, William Theodore, Jr. t (Business-Management) ........ ... .. .. Atlanta, Georgia 
Hildebran, Elizabeth Williams t (Nursing). ..... ......... ............ . .. .. .. ... ... .. ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Hinshaw, James Allen (Psychology). . . . . .. Farmville, Virginia 
Hite, Charles Alan t (Sociology). . Bowling Green, Virginia 
Hobbs, Shirley Anderson (Sociology). . . .. .. .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Hobson, Douglas Kent t (Business-Administration). . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Hodges, Bobby Eugene (Sociology). ........ . . . . . . ..... . Midlothian, Virginia 
Hoehne, Lee Thomas (Business-Administration). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Hoffman, Lise S. (Recreational Leadership). . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Holder, Susan Bond (Recreational Leadership) .. . . . .. .... Wayne, Pennsylvania 
Holmes, Charles Roy t (Advertising). . . .. . .. . . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Holt, Benjamin Elder t (Business-Administration).. . .... . Greensboro, North Carolina 
Holt, Ronald Lee (Business-Administration). ... .. .. . . Montpelier, Virginia 
Honey, John Samuel, Jr. t (Business-Economics). ... . . ... .. ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Hoover, Kathryn Evans (Business-Management) . ... . ............ Faulkner, Maryland 
Horne, Charles Richard, Jr. t (Business-Administration). . Richmond , Virginia 
Horne, Marvin Eldridge ** t (Chemistry). . . .Petersburg, Virginia 
Houck, Willie Gray, Jr. (Chemistry). . . ... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Houston, John Michael .... (Sociology). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Hranicky, William Jack (Sociology). . .. ................ Arlington, Virginia 
Hudson, Thomas Wingfield, Jr. t (Business-Administration). ..... Warsaw, Virginia 
Hueston, Jack Scott (Business-Accounting). .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Hufner, Wayne Burton (Business-Administration} ........ ........ .. Richmond, Virginia 
Humrickhouse, George Randolph, Jr. (Sociology)... Richmond, Virginia 
Hurt, Steven Stuart t (Business-Administration) ....... .. ...... .. ... ...... Falls Church, Virginia 
Hutcherson, Kathryn Neal (Occupational Therapy). Richmond, Virginia 
Hutchinson, Henry L. (Business-Accounting). .... .... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Inge, Ernest Cutler, III (Business-Administration)... . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Jackson, Donald Edward (Advertising). .. Elizabeth City, North Carolina 
Jacobson, Donna Kay t (Business-Office Administration). Richmond, Virginia 
Jackson, Judd Clarence, Jr. (Retailing) Wvlliesburg, Virginia 
James, Carlton Wilcher t ( Business-Management) .......... Alexandria, Virginia 
Jefferson, Cabell Goolsby * * (Retailing). Richmond, Virginia 
Jefferson. George Garland, Jr. t (Business-Administration ) ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Jenkins, Helen Ann t (Social Welfare). . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
**With Honors 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to Junf" 1970 
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Jessee, Richard Langley t (Advertising). . . .... Lebanon, Virginia 
Jimerson, Robert Lee, Jr. t ( Business-Management). .................... Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Dorothy Jane Orr t (Psychology).... ... . . . ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Eric Wil1iam t (Business-Administration). ............... .Lovettsville, Virginia 
Johnson, Gary Kevan ( Business-Management). ................ ......... ............ Ettrick, Virginia 
Johnson, Gustavus Elis t (Business-Management). . .. .. . ... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Hiram Reynolds, Jr. t (Business-Administration).. Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Robert England (Business-Management) .. ......................... ....... Jarratt, Virginia 
Johnson, Robert Lee ( Business-Administration). . . . ........ Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Johnson, Thomas Clinton, Jr. ( Business-Accounting)... . ........ .. Jarratt, Virginia 
Johnson, Vance Richmond (Business-Management) .... ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Jones, Edward Hamilton (Business-Economics). ... Mannboro, Virginia 
Jones, Emily Sturdivant t (Psychology)... . .... .. ....... Chester, Virginia 
Jones, Geo~ge Strawtha ~Business-~~nag~ment)... . .. . . . . . Freder:icksburg, V)r~n\a 
Jones, Manon Lee ( Busmess-Admm1strat10n). ... . .... ........................ Richmond, Vugi.ma 
Jones, Nancy Shook ( Psychology).. . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Jones, Randolph Adams ( Advertising).... .... ......... ......... . ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Jordan, Pamela Walton ( Chemistry) ...... ....... .... .... .. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Kahle, Robert McLean ( Business-Administration) ....................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Kardian, Frank Andrew, Jr. (Business-Economics).... ..... .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Kaufman, Raymond Lawrence t ( Business-Management)........ . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Keller, Katherine Maurine (Sociology).. . . .. . . . . ... . ..... Alexandria, Virginia 
Kelley, Thomas Delano t ( Business-Administration ).. . .......... .... Kilmarnock, Virginia 
Kelly, Gregory Charles (Advertising)... . ... .. ..... ... ........ ... Richmond, Virginia 
K_enley, Betty Grant "t ( Nursi?g) .......... i ... .. .... . . .... .. Ric~mond, V!rg!n!a 
K1efaber, Robert Myron t (Busmess-Accountmg)..... . . . .Arlington, Vugi.ma 
Kincaid, Laura Elaine ( Occu]?ational Therapy).. ... . ...... Amesbury, Massachusetts 
King, Eddie, Jr. (Business-Administration).... .. . . . ... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
King, Edna Lou (Occupational Therapy).. . .... .Sutton, West Virginia 
King, Francis R., Jr. (Business-Administration)... .. . ............. Manassas, Virginia 
King, Kathleen Gay (Business-Accounting). .. . . . .. . . Norfolk, Virginia 
Kirby, Kenneth Wayne ( Business-Accounting)... . ...... Bridleville, Delaware 
Kirk, Robert Reginald (Journalism). .... ...... ............................... Richmond, Virginia 
Kirk, Thomas Eugene ( Chemistry). ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Kirk.land, Eric Arnold ( Business-Management)........ . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Kitchens, Garland Dean (Advertising)...... ............... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Klotz, Richard Michael ( Business-Administration)... . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Korman, Thomas (Retailing)... . .... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Kruger, Ronda Ileen (Sociology)... . ...... . . ..... Norfolk, Virginia 
Kunz, Geoffrey Michael ( Psychology) ............... .. .. . ........ .... Arlington, Virginia 
Kusterer, James Eugene, Jr. t ( Chemistry). . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Landis, Charles Leroy ( Sociology). .............. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Lane, William Overton, Jr. (Psychology). . . . ......... .Vienna, Virginia 
Lange, Catherine Anne ( Business-Administration).. .... . . Richmond, Virginia 
Lankford, Karen Piersol "" (Business-Accounting). ................................. Richmond, Virginia 
Latta, Clifford Lawrence t (Business-Management).. . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Latta, Dennis Warren (Journalism)... . ........ .. Staunton, Virginia 
Leake, Ann Kelly t ( Nursing). . ................. Midlothian, Virginia 
LeGath, Michael Scott t ( Psychology)... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Leiby, Brenda Louise ( Psychology)... . .... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Leonard, Malcolm L. ( Business-Administration).. . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Lewis, Howard Benjamin, Jr. (Psychology).. . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Lewis, James Patrick t ( Psychology). ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Limbrick, Ted Folden t (Business-Administration). ....... ......... Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Lisagor, Peter Scott ( Advertising)... . ......... Arlington, Virginia 
Lloyd, Ronald Waylon (Advertising). .................... ....... .......... ....... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Long, Charles Jennings, Jr. (Business-Accounting).. . ....................... Richmond, Virginia 
Long, Harry Eugene, III (Journalism ). ............... .......................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Long, Paul Richard (Journalism). ...... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Love, Pamela-Jean (Psychology). . . . . . . . ... .. .. ... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Lung, Lynn Chu "" (Business-Accounting). ............................... Arlington, Virginia 
*With Hi.~h Honors 
-;·Complt·tC"d D<"gr<"<" rf"quirem<"nts prior to June 1970 
Mack, Waneeta Faith (Recreational Leadership)...... . ... ... Bel Air, Maryland 
Mahon, Theresa Mary (Science).............. ... . .... . . ........ .. . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Major, Charles Daniel t (Business-Administration)... . . ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Manning, William Larry t (Business-Administration). . . .......... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Marchant, Mary Josephine (Social Welfare)......... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Margolies, 1:f o\,nrd Philip t (Retai\ing). . . . . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Marks, Beniamm Edward, Jr. (Soc10logy). . . ... .. . .. ... . Capron, Virginia 
Marsh, Eugeneia Evans t (Biology)... . ........................... Richmond, Virginia 
Martin, Mary Frances t (Recreational Leadership). ... ... .. . .... Richmond, Virginia 
~:~;: ~~~e~l~rr:rJ, );°ti0f B~f~~;;:xa~i;;~u~ti~~5 iG~ct::r~~; t:~~~:: 
Masquelier, Stephanie Jo (Retailing)...... . ................... . . ....... . McDonald, Pennsylvania 
Matheny, Steven Henry t (Business-Economics)... . ............. Chester, Virginia 
Mattox, Martha Martin t (Social Welfare). . .. ... .... .. . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Maughanh Robert Lee (Business-Administration)... .. . .. ... Glen Allen, Virginia 
Mayer, C arles Dillman, Jr. t (Sociology). ....... ....... . ......... Sandston, Virginia 
McCallister, R. Roger t (Business-Management)... . .... Williamsburg, Virginia 
McKittrick, Thomas Joseph, III (Business-Management). ................... Richmond, Virginia 
McLeod, Charles Lionel (Sociology). . ...... .. .... ...... ... . ..... ......... . . . ..... .... .. Ettrick, Virginia 
Meryn, Rosemarie (Social Welfare). ............ .... .................................. Richmond, Virginia 
Meyer, Vern Elee t (Science)....... ........ ...... . ....................... . ..... ..... Richmond, Virgina 
Miller, Donald Polk, Jr. t (Business-Management) ..... .................... Richmond, Virginia 
Miller, Joyce Irene t (Social Welfare).. .. ...... .... Wellsburg, West Virginia 
Miller, Marie Carole ( Retailing).. . . . ......... ...... ....... .. . .................... Richmond, Virginia 
Mills, Cabell Porter, Jr. (Business-Management). . .................. ............. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Mims, David Hall, Jr. (Advertising).. . ... ............ ....... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Minadakis, Leander (Mathematics)....... ......... . .. ..... .. ... .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Minter, Meredith Lee (Business-Accounting). .. . . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Mooklar, Catherine Tebbs (Nursing)..................... . .......... Reedville, Virginia 
Mooney, Susan Ware (Social Welfare)..... . . .. . . . . ...... . .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Moore, Reuben Walton, II t (Business-Administration). .. ............. ....... Staunton, Virginia 
Morgan, Mary Beverly (Social Welfare). ................. .. .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Morgan, Stephanie Gordon (Social Welfare). .. .. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Morgan, Thomas Nelson, Jr. (Business-Administration) ................... Richmond, Virginia 
Morouse, Anne La Gow t (Sociology) ............ ..... ........... ....... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Morris, Jerry Wayne (Business-Administration). ... ... Narr~ws, V!r~n!a 
Morris, Stover Jones, III t (Psychology). ............. .............. Danville, V1rgmia 
Moyer, Barbara Joan .. (Occupational Therapy)..... .. ... Evans City, Pennsylvania 
Mullen, Elaine Hull (Biology). . . . .. ... . .. . . Richmond, Virginia 
Mullins, Sue Frances (Sociology). ..... .. ......................... .. . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Mundt, Judith Amelia (Occupational Therapy). . . . ..... East Aurora, New York 
Murphy, Robert Earl, Jr. (Business-Administration)... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Myers, Robert Anthony (Sociology)... . .Glasgow, Virginia 
Nay, Raymond Patrick t (Advertising)... . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Nelson, Nathan Arvid, Jr. (Chemistry). ................. . .......... .... ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Newsome, Reginald Wayne (Science).. .. .......... .................... Richmond, Virginia 
Newton, Roger Kern t (Business-Management) .. .. .. ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Nimerfroh, Joseph Ernest, Jr. t (Retailing)... .. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Norsworthy, Francis P. t (Business-Mana$ement). ....... ............ .............. Richmond, Virginia 
O'Donnell, Francis Cornelius (Advertising).. .. . . . . . . .................. Richmond, Virginia 
O'Hare, Patrick Michael (Sociology)..... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
~t~~LtdaNL~lr ck~t~l~~~t'elfare) .......... ...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~es:~ ~f1i)v1~~~fa~d 
Overby, Pleasant Cain, III (Business-Administration)... . .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Owens, Linda Carol t (Psychology).. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Pace, Luther Earl, Jr. (Business-Accounting) .. ................... ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
Parker, George Tankard (Psychology).... . .. ....... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Patterson, Fred Gary (Business-Accounting)... . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Patterson, Linda Ann (Occupational Therapy).. ... . .... Sea Girt, New Jersey 
Patteson, Cheryl Pamela (Journalism)......................... .. ........ .. Richmond, Virginia 
*With High Honor.; 
<'·*With Honor.; 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Patteson, Jonathan Burgess t (Sociology). .... ............. Crozier, Virginia 
Paxton, Barry Lane (Sociology). . . ................................ ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Pearce, Paul Franklin (Business-Administration). .. .... .... ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Pearson, John Frederick t (Business-Administration)... . .... . Covington, Virginia 
Peek, Leon Ashley (Psychology). . . ...... .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Perry, Pamela Christine (Sociology). . . ....... ... Hertford, North Carolina 
Peters, Anne Levin t (Social Welfare). . . .. Wilmington, North Carolina 
Peters, Mary Suzanne (Advertising). .. . ... .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Petree, John Richard (Business-Management) .. ... .... ....... . .... .. ... .... .... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Phelps, Rosalind Jean (Occupational Therapy).. . ............ Norfolk, Virginia 
Pilson, Ronnie Lee (Business-Accounting). . . ..... .. ... .Stuart, Virginia 
Pippin, Edward Lee t (Biology).. . . . . . Williamsburg, Virginia 
Pitts, David Earl t (Recreational Leadership). .... .. .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Plymale, Monty Wayne t (Business-Economics). ..... . ············ ··· ·· ····.·.·.·.·.··B····a .. 1 .. t:t.~moollrien,sM, Vairrygiannida Poffel, Donna Marie (Occupational Therapy). . ... ,I. 
Poland, James E. t (Business-Administration). .. Chantilly, Virginia 
Pond, Steven Russell (Chemistry). .. . .. ... .. ... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Powell, Dorothy Ann (Business-Administration) ... .......... ....... .... .... ... .. .... Glen Allen, Virginia 
Power, John Joseph t (Business-Administration). ... .. Falls Church, Virginia 
Powers, Terry Lynn (Sociology). .. ... . .. . . . ............ ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Preissner, Ernest Max, Jr. t (Business-Accounting) ... . .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Prevatte, Hiram Rhode (Advertising). ...... .. . ......... ..... Lumberton, North Carolina 
Priddy, Marjorie Fay (Recreational Leadership). Richmond, Virginia 
Pristou, Pamela Elizabeth (Occupational Therapy). . .. Blacksburg, Virginia 
Purvis, Eston .... (Business-Management). ..... Richmond, Viq,foia 
Quarles, Douglas W. t (Business-Administration) Richmond, Virginia 
Ramsey, Thomas Hudson (Business-Management).. Richmond, Virginia 
Ranelli, Raymond Anthony (Business-Accounting). .. . ... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Ranson, William Wilson (Business-Accounting). ... ...... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Redmon, James E., Jr. (Mathematics) .. . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Reeve, David Alton t (Sociology). Richmond , Virginia 
Reisinf.er, Gerald Matthew (Sociology) ...... ... ...... Kingston, Pennsylvania 
Reyno ds, Diana Gail (Journalism). . . .. .................... .... ... . .. .... .... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Reynolds, Matthew Wood t (Business-Administration) .. ............ . Richmond, Virginia 
Richardson, Stephen Byrd (Business-Administration).. .Richmond , Virginia 
Ridenhour, Ronald Lee t ( Recreational Leadership) Richmond, Virginia 
Rigsby, Jan Miller t (Business-Management). . ............. ... .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Riley, John William, lll t (Business-Administration) ..... Winchester, Virginia 
Roane, Ernest Lorenzo t (Psychology). .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Robertson, Linwood Righter (Business-Administration ). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Robertson, Velvin Whitmore t (Sociology) . Arlington, Virginia 
Robinson, Thomas Hart ( Business-Economics) Richmond, Virginia 
Rogers, Marilyn Rose (Sociology). . . Richmond, Virginia 
Rooney, James Michael t (Business Administration). ...... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Rosen, Melvin Eugene, Jr. (Business-Accounting). . Richmond, Virginia 
Rosenberg, Robert Paul t (Advertising) ... Norfolk, Virginia 
Rowe, Jerry Wayne (Business-Management ). . Richmond, Virginia 
Rowell, Patricia Ann (Science).. Alexandria, Virginia 
Ruch , Elizabeth Maxwell t (Retailing). Richmond, Virginia 
Rush, Nikki Lee (Business-Administration) Springfield, Virginia 
Ryder, Bruce Allen (Business-Management). .. . ... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Salasky, Stan Jackson (Advertising) Norfolk, Virginia 
Sampsell, Karen Jill (Social Welfare). ... Luray, Virginia 
Sanchez-Saavedra, Helen Susan Aylor (Sociology) Richmond, Viq.,>inia 
Sanderson, Jay Gary t (Business-Management) ...... .. Brooklyn, New York 
Satterwhite, Robert Allen, Jr. (Advertising) . . Richmond, Virginia 
Satterwhite, Vivian Ernestine (Business-Accounting). Doswell, Virginia 
Saylor, ,Nard Douglas (Advertising) .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Schaal, Kenneth R., Jr. t (Psvchology) Richmond, Virginia 
Schlieckert, Lisbeth Agnes t (Social Welfare) Richmond, Virginia 
Schlotter, Charles Anthony Martin t (Business-Administration ) Buena Vista, Virginia 
Schultz, Philip A., Jr. (Advertising) . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
·* *With H onors 
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Sciotto, Rita Claire (Business-Administration ). ... .... .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Scott, Emmett Carl t ( Business-Management) . . ....... ... RichmOfld, Virginia 
Scruggs, Kenneth Mason t (Business-Accounting) . . ....... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Seal, Ellen Gwynne (Nursing) .......... .... ... .. ....... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Shanholtz, John Taylor (Business-Administration). . . .... ..... .. ....... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Shapiro, Mark Theodore t ( Business-Administration). . ..... ....... Wheaton, Maryland 
Sheer, George Myron (Business-Economics) ... Richmond, Virginia 
Shelton, Richard J., Jr. (Business-Accounting). .. .. Alexandria, Virginia 
Shewbridge, Steven Lewis t (Business-Administration ). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Shields, Jennings Anderson (Business-Administration). ........ Jarratt, Virginia 
Shiflet, Judith Elaine (Sociology) .. Waynesboro, Virginia 
Siegel, Natalie Cele ** (Advertising) . Newport News, Virginia 
Silcott, Robert Hunter (Business-Administration ). . . .Arlington, Virginia 
Smith, Anthony Edward t ( Psychology) . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, James Mitchell (Psychology). . . . . . 'Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Tames Patrick t (Business-Administration ). . . . .. . .... .. .... . Fairfax, Virginia 
Smith, Lana Lucretia (Occupational Therapy). . . .... Hazelwood, North Carolina 
Smith, Robert Worthington Nunnally (Business-Administration) Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Ruth Sharak (Business-Economics) .... .. ... ........ .......... ... .. ... .. ....... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Smithwick, Robert Royall, III ( Advertising) ...... ... ... .. . . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Snowden, Barbara Bees (Business-Office Administration). . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Sommer, Hugh B. (Business-Accounting) ... ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Soper, Janet Ann t (Retailing). . . .. .. ... ...... ... Alexandria, Virginia 
Soyars, James A. t (Business-Accounting)......... .. . .. ... ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Spain, David William (Business-Administration). .. .. . . .. ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Spain, Paul Douglas t (Sociology) ..... Petersburg, Virginia 
Spence, Oris Preston (Business-Economics). ., .... Richmond, Virginia 
Spencer, Charles Douglas, Jr. (Psychology). . . . .. . .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Sperberg, Sidney Marc t (Business-Administration) .... .. . . ..Richmond, Virginia 
Spicer, Mildred Witter t (Social Welfare) . . ........ ... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Spry, Thomas Allen t (Social Welfare). .. .. .... .. ... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Sroka, Joseph Casmer (Law Enforcement) . Lansford, Pennsylvania 
Steck, John Morris, IV ( Business-Administration ). Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Steele, Diana Miller (Sociology ).. . . . .. .. .......... .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Stein, Nancy Fletcher t (Advertising). ... ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Steiner, Robert Craig (Business-Administration) ... .. Fairfax, Virginia 
Stevens, Nancy Lou (Psychology ) ..... ...... . Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Stover, Garnett Edward, Jr. (Psychology) . Richmond, Virginia 
Stuart, Mary Carol (Occupational Therapy). ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Swann, Karen Kathleen ( Psychology) . . Richmond, Virginia 
Talley, Sandra Jean (Journalism ). . . ..Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Taylor, Harold Maxwell, Jr. t (Psychology ).. . ......... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Taylor, Vernon Robio, Jr. (Chemistry). ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Terry, David Franklin t (Business-Economics) . . . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Terry, Joseph Benjamin, Jr. (Business-Economics)... .... ...... ....... .. Appomattox, Virginia 
Thistlethwaite, Robert Painter, Jr. t ( Business-Accounting). .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Thomas, Carole Ann t ( Nursing) . .. ... ........ Lynchburg, Virginia 
Thomas, Donald Edwin (Business-Administration). . . ... Hopewell, Virginia 
Thomas, Kathleen Kusnierz t (Sociology). . . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Thompson, James Allen (Advertising). ... .. ... .. .. ... ... ... ... . Annandale, Virginia 
Thompson, Ralph Lee (Business-Accounting)..... . ... .... ....... ..... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Thornton, Thomas Morgan (Business-Administration) ... Sussex Court House, Virginia 
Thorpe, Thomas Presley ( Business-Administration). ........ Falls Church, Virginia 
Thysell , Leslie Samuel (Business-Accounting) . .. ..... Chester, Virginia 
Tierney, Michael Joseph (Business-Administration) .. . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Tillett, Donald Emory (Business-Accounting). ...... .... .. .. ... .. Arlington, Virginia 
Tilson, Valerie Henson (Biology) . ... Petersburg, Virginia 
Toncray, Robert Ernest (Business-Management) ..... .. . ... ........... ... .. ...... Fort Myers, Florida 
Townes, Clifton David (Recreational Leadership) .. ......... ... .... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Trott, Philip Malins (Business-Administration). ........ .. Arlington, Virginia 
Tvler, Robert Carter (Business-Accounting) ........ ... .... .... ...... Aldie, Virginia 
Tyree, Gary E. (Business-Administration). ...... Richmond, Virginia 
-::· *With Honors 
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Umphlet, Terry Hulcher (Business-Administration)... . ........... . . Richmond, Virgin°ia 
Utterback, William L. (Sociology). ..... .. ....... . ...................... Middleburg, Virginia 
Van Pelt, William Triplett, III t (Journalism)..... . .......................... Richmond, Virginia 
Varnier, Ted D'Arcy t (Business-Administration) ....... . .............. ............... Petersburg, Virginia 
Vaughan, Cynthia Gail t (Social Welfare) ................... .. ................ . Richmond, Virginia 
Verner, S. loAnn t (Recreational Leadership). .... . ................... .Niagara Falls, New York 
Vincent, E ward Earl (Social Welfare). . . . . ........ Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Vogt, Howard Wilson, Jr. (Mathematics). ...................................... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Wadkins, James Thomas, III (Business-Management). ................. ..... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Wagoner, Moira Roberts ..,. (Psychology).. .............. . ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Walder, Margaret Sanders t (Social Welfare) ....... . ...... ........... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
: :i!'h,c~:~f~: ~~nfRetl1~gt~1 ~~1.r.~~~~ ............... :~X~w:~: ~!~~~!: 
Ward, Haywood Herman, Jr. t (Law Enforcement) ........ .. .......... ........ . Richmond, Virginia 
Wasky, Frank Joseph (Recreational Leadership) ............... Monessen, Pennsylvania 
Wasserman, Paul Sloan (Sociology) ...................................... ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Waters, Michael Allen (Business-Economics)...... . .............. Arlington, Virginia 
Weakley, Janae White t (Social Welfare) ........... . ....... .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Weaver, Glenn Howell (Business-Administration) ... ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Weaver, James Irvin (Business-Administration). ........ . ... ........ Martinsville, Virginia 
Weaver, Laura Smith (Mathematics)............. ............ . ............... ...... ........ .. Richmond, Virginia 
Weinmann, Judith Hope ..,. (Occupational Therapy). . .. Ware, Pennsylvania 
Welch, LeRoy Warren (Business-Management). .. .............................. Pt;tersburg, V!rs!n!a 
Welchons, George Austin, Jr. (Business-Management) .. .......... .. ....... Richmond, V1rgmia 
Wellman, Ray Richard (Business-Administration). . . ....... .................. Richmond, Virginia 
West, James L. (Recreational Leadership)...... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
West, William R. (Sociology).... .... ... .................... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
:::~:::~nJ~·h!0t;de~~tscJ:;cto~~;)~~1°.~~ :::.·.·:·.·:·.·:.·::.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·::::..·.·.·:::.·.·:.·.·1x~t:;~~: ~!~~~!: 
Whitby, Lloyd Allen (Chemistry)....... .. . ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Whitesides, Judy Carolyn (Psychology). . .... ........ . .... . . ........... Chester, South Carolina 
Wiedemer, Robert Paul t (Business-Accounting). . . .... . Falls Church, Virginia 
Wildbore, Eveleen Frances (Mathematics). . . ....... . Richmond, Virginia 
Williams, Donald Alan (Business-Management) ........ Petersburg, Virginia 
Williams, Phyllis Ann (Advertising) . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . ..Floyd, Virginia 
Williams, Richard Earle (Business-Accounting) ... ..................... ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Wilson, Brenda Gail (Social Welfare)... . .................. ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Wilson, Janet M. Davis (Recreational Leadership).. . ....... Annandale, Virginia 
Winborne, Judith Evelyn t (Social Welfare). ... ......... ... .. ...................... ........ Holland, Virginia 
Winder, Athey Tyrone t (Psychology). .. .. .. .... . .... ... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Winder, James Bradley (Business-Management) .. ..... .... . ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Wine, John Ray t (Business-Accounting).... .... .................. . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Winliefd, Avis Barwick ..,. (Biology)................................. ...... . ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Winfree, Shurvin Howard t (Business-Management) ....... ..... ................. Powhatan, Virginia 
Witherow, Betty Woodriff (Sociology)........ . ........ Madison, Virginia 
Wittman, Genia Carole ..,. (Mathematics). ................................................ Richmond, Virginia 
Wolfford, Charlotte Ann (Sociology). .. . .. .. . ................................. .Alexandria, Virginia 
Woo, Wei Kong (Mathematics).............. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Woodi Roy Allen, J.r. t (Busines~-Accounting? .. ........ .... . ............. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Woode, Edgar Loms, Jr. t (Busmess-Econom1cs). .............. ....................... Richmond, Virginia 
Woodson, Robert Garnett, Jr. (Business-Administration) ..... Cumberland, Virginia 
Workman, Carolyn Harris (Social Welfare). .. . ........... ...... ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Worley, Nancy P . (Social Welfare). ...................................................... Danville, Virginia 
Worsham, Elizabeth Denne "" (Psychology) ............. ........... ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
Wright, William Lee (Biology).. . ................. Stafford, Virginia 
Yaffe, Barry Paul t (Business-Accounting)... . ................... Richmond, Virginia 
Yates, Mary Carolyn (Psychology)........... .. . ..... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Yates, David Stephen (Retailing)......... . . ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Young, John Leslie (Business-Management). ............................................... Petersburg, Virginia 
Yowell, Robert Philip (Psychology). . . . . . ... ... .... . . .... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Zentmeyer, Stephen Robert (Law Enforcement). ...... . ..... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Zimmerman, James Austin (Business-Accounting) .......... ................ ......... Richmond, Virginia 
**With Honors 
t Completed Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Blair, Charles Woodbury, Jr. (Applied Psychology)..... .. .................. Richmond, Virginia 
A.I! . , La fayette College 
Blalock, Dwight Edwin t (Business). ...... . .. ............................. 'Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., University ol Alabama 
Blankenship, Ruth Peters (Business) ... 
B.S.. M adison College 
Brooks, Patricia Arleen (Applied Psychology).. 
B.S., Longwood College 
.... Richmond, Virginia 
.............. Richmond, Virginia 
Burruss, Mary Jane Francisco (Applied Psychology) ............. .. ... ... . Bon Air Virginia 
B.S. , Virg1ma Commonwealth University 
Calver, Richard Allent (Business) ........ ........................................................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., West Virginia University 
Campbell, Roy Calvin (Business) ....... ................... .......... ........ .......... . 
B.A., Elon College 
Chander, Sudhir (Business) ... ............. . ..................... . 
...... Richmond, Virginia 
.............. Richmond, Virginia 
B.C. , St. Xavier's College 
Chesson, Dianne Basinger t (Business) ... . .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , The College ol Willia m and Mary 
Childress, Myrna Howells t (Business). .................................................. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Collins, Virginia Boyd t (Applied Psychology) ............................. Lexington, Kentucky 
B.S. , Lynchburg College 
Cosby, James Lewis t (Business) .............................. ............................ ..... .... .Midlothian, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Cunningham, William Hodge t (Business)........ .............................. .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Donahoe, David Raymond t (Business) .................................................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Brigham Young University 
Eatman, John Lowry t (Business) ... .. .................. Dahlgren, Virginia 
B.S., Atlantic Christian College 
Eley, Robert Leroy t (Business) ....................................................... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Ellis, Mary Elizabeth Konhaus ( Clinical Psychology). .. . . . .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Roanoke College 
Erdim, Sevgi Z. (Applied Psychology).. . ..... ... ..... .............. .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., University of Istanbul 
Felder, Tyree Preston, II (Business)... ... .. .. .... . ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
B .S., Tuskegee Institute 
Fitzgerald, Terry A. (Business) ........................................... ... . ................. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Forrest, Joyce Taylor t (Business). .. .. .......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Garver, Doris Jean (Clinical Psychology)... .. .. ... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A . . Virginia Commonwealth University 
Gill, Gerald Jay t (Business)... . .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S .. Virginia Commo nwealth University 
Hamm, Eldridge Carmine, Jr. (Business) ................................................. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., University ol Richmond 
Haverty, Anita D . t (Business). .. . .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Hohman, Carol Ann (Occupational Therapy). .. ..... ................... ...... Northport, New York 
B.A., Hofstra University 
Hughes, Carol Caswell (Applied Psychology) ..... . .... . . .. .............. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Vir.~inia Commonwealth University 
Jackson, Elinor ( Occupational Therapy) ... 
B.A. , Georgia State College 
Johnson, Beverly A. t (Business). ................................... . 
. ..... Savannah, Georgia 
. .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., L ongwood College 
Lutz, Kay Land (Clinical Psychology) ... .. .......................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Westhampton Colle.~e 
Martin, Kathryn Kay (Business). .. . . . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Comm()nwealth University 
McAleer, Charles Anthony t (Clinical Psychology).. . ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A.. , Geor~ia Southern Col1ege 
McLeod, 'Sewell Freeman t (Clinical Psychology). 
B.A. , H ollins College 
tComple ted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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......... ..... . Richmond, Virginia 
Mellom, James Thomas t (Business)... . . ................ ................................ .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Pen nsylvania Military College 
Montgomery, Leslie Ellis (Clinical Psychology).. . ................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Randolph-Macon College 
Mosher, Betty Pinson t (Business). .......... .. ........ .......... .............. ... . ........ .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
O'Brien, James Patrick Brendon t (Applied Psychology)...... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., University of R ichmond' 
Patton, Charles Isaac, Jr. (Business). ................................................ .. .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Phillips, Patty Raleigh (Clinical Psychology)... . .. . . .. . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Agnes Scott College 
Reynolds, Charles Nelson, Jr. t (Business)... .. .. .. ............. . ........ ....... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Western M aryland C ollege 
Richards, David Lawrence t (Applied Psychology).......... ... . .. Chester, Virginia 
B.S., Virgmia Commonwealth University 
Scott, Robert Ray t (Business). ............. . Richmond, Virginia 
B .S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Shelton, James Edward (Business). ............................................................... ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Ohio Sta te University 
Sinsheimer, Allen Henry t (Business). ........................................ ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., U niversity of Richmond 
Stewart, William Allen (Clinical Psychology)........ ... ... .... . .. ......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., University of South Carolina 
Stone, Russell Riley (Business). .......................................... .. . .. .. . . . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S . . Virginia Military Inst itute 
Tosh, John Jones, Jr. (Applied Psychology} . ............ .. .... . . ....... . ........ Petersburg, Virginia 
B.A. , Emory & H enry College 
Vaughan, Virginius Nelson, III (Business). . . ....... .. ..... .. Chatham, New Jersey 
B.A ., Randolph-Macon College 
Waldrop, Thomas Eugene (Business) .................................................. ... ......... Montpelier, Virginia 
B.A., Randolph-Macon College 
Waranch, Ellen Lea (Applied Psycholo$J ).. . . Norfolk, Virginia 
B.A., American University 
Wheeler, Layton Allen (Business ). . ..... ... . ....... ... .. . .Jarratt, Virginia 
B.S., V irginia Commonwealth Un iversity 
Williams, Jane Dunn t (Business). ...... ...... . ........ ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Wilson, Robert William (Business). .. . .................. . ...... .. ...... .. ....... . Richmond, Virginia 
B.B.A ., T exas A&M University 
Worsham, Robert Wayman t (Applied Psychology).. Arlington, Virginia 
B.A., University of Virginia 
Zukowski, Robert Edgar t (Business)... ..... .. ..Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., University of M aryland 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN REHABILITATION COUNSELING 
Alexander, Paul Terrell .. 
B.S., Virginia U nion U niversity 
. .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Benfield, Jack M.... . ... ... ..... Gamer, North Carolina 
A.B ., High Point Colleg" j 
Brightwell, Jack Arnold, Jr. t . . . .. . . . ..... ....... .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Randolph-Macon College 
Childress, Elizabeth Porter t ........ ... ................. ...... .. . . .. .. .. . . . . ..... Norfolk, Virginia 
B.S ., V irginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Crawford, Elmer Wilson t .. . ............... .. ..... .. ...... ..... .. .. ....... Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Crouch. Clifford Thomas .. 
DePriest, Carol Dorothy 
Dew, Donald Wilson t . 
Fanning, John Walter .. 
P.H .B., Piedmont Coll ege 
............... Baltimore, Maryland 
A.B. , Pfe iffer College 
.......... Staunton, Virginia 
B.A. , Bridgewater College 
. .... .... ......... Ellicott City, Maryland 
B.S. , University of Balt imore 
. . ... ... ...... .. .. .. . Princeton, West Virginia 
B.A. , Concord College 
t Completed D egrre requi rements pri or to June 1970 
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Greenwood, Joseph James 
Hall, Lloyd Thomas, Jr. 
Harris, Franklin Ray. 
Hill, B. Forace .. . 
B.A., Un i, ·ers ity o f Richmo nd 
B.S. , U niven;ity of Ba ltimo re 
B. S . , East Ca rolin a Un iversity 
.. Richmond, Virginia 
.... Richmond, Virginia 
.. Raleigh, North Carolina 
. ... .. Chester, Virginia 
B.S .. \"irg inia Comm onwea lth U nivers it y 
Holland, Larry Whitt t .. ...Garner, North Carolina 
Hoover, Harold Winfred ... 
Hughlett, Thomas C . R., !IL 
B.A .. G uil ford College 
A. B. , E lon Colle.~e 
B.S. , Salisbury Sta te College 
Jeffries, Jacquelyn Crawley. 
. .. . Eden , North Carolina 
. .. . . . Cambridge, Maryland 
Raleigh, N orth Carolina 
B.A. , l'\orth Carolina State U nivers ity 
Love, .Lexie Lewis ... .... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S ., North Caro lina State U nivers ity 
Martin, Everett Davis, Jr. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B. S ., Virg inia Commo nwealth, U niversity 
McCreary, Larry Lee .. ... ....... ..... .... ... ... ...... ... .. .. .. .. .... ... ...... ... .................... Winston°Salem, North Carolina 
B .A ., Appalachian State U nivers ity 
Montgomery, Billy Ralph . . . ..... Baltimore, Maryland 
B .A. , Lincoln M emoria l U nivers ity 
Moore, Eugene Preston . ..... . . Richmond, Virginia 
Newman, Jerome Barry .. 
B.A., Ra ndolph-Macon College 
... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Old Dom inion College 
Orrock, Sherrell Reed t ......... Richmond, Virginia 
B. S. , Virg inia Commo nwea lth U nivers it y 
Payne, James Franklin t ... .. Petersburg, Virginia 
B.S . , Vi r.~inia Po lytechnic Insti tut e 
Potter, William Henry Wilson t Cambridge, Maryland 
B.S. , Sul Ross Sta te College 
Proffitt, John A., Jr. .... ... . . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , U niversit y o f Richmo nd 
Rawlings, Douglas Augustine, Jr. t . . . . .. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S. , \"1 rginia Commo nwealth U nivers it y 
Robertson, Brenda Marlene t . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . ........... Richmond, Virginia 
A.B. , The College of Willi am a nd M ary 
Simmons, Milton W . . .. Annapolis, Maryland 
B.S . , U nivers ity of Baltimore 
B.G .E., U nivers ity o f Omaha 
B.A .. Bridgewa ter College 
Vaughn , Joyce Dennis t . 
Young, Bernice 
tComplcted D egree requi rements prior to Jun e 1970 
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. Landover, Maryland 
........ Staunton, Virginia 
... H opewell, Virginia 
. ..... Davis, California 
Richmond. Virginia 
! I. Va.c. <.c._ -
P RO GRAM 1'2 ·.- L+-
M ~ - 7).,y-,t;"j . 
M ~ 
for 
2:00 P.M . 
Presiding 
Dr. Warren W. Brandt 
President 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Processional* "Prelude on a Melody by Melchior Vulpius" - Willam 
Lawrence Robinson, Organist 
Invocation 
Commencement Address 
Conferring of Degrees 
Dean Herbert J. Burgart 




The Reverend Dr. John Stephen Brown 
Minister, Ginter Park Presbyterian Church 
Dr. Roy E. McTarnaghan, Director 
State Council of Higher Education 
President Warren W. Brandt 
Mr. John V. Ankeney, Director 
School of Engineering Technology 
Dean Richard Lodge 
School of Social Work 
The Reverend Dr. Brown 
Symphony No. VI ("Finale") - Widor 
Lawrence Robinson, Organist 
FACULTY MARSHALS: 
C. Thomas Holloway, Senior Marshal 
John L. Long, Senior Marshal 
J. Rodney Busch 
Roy M. Carter 
Milton Cherry 
Vivien K. Ely 
Robert 'F. Hester 
C. Gordon, Keesee, Jr. 
Bruce M. Koplin 
Alan L. Landis 
Alan M. McLeod 
Bettie K. Overton 
Elaine Z. Rothenberg 
Sanford 0. Smith 
Donald B. Tennant 
JUNIOR MARSHALS : 
Susan J. Brown 
Calvin L. Coleman 
Kenneth N. Harris 
Davyd F. Hood 
Mary B. Park 
Patrick G. Snow 
May E. Tisdale 
""The audience is requested to stand until the conclusion of the Invocation. 
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RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES 
(The student's major subject is stated in parentheses following the name) 
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
Barclay, Anna Markley t (Crafts) .. . . .. .. .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
Anderson, Anthony LeNard (Electrical-Electronics Technology) . Richmond, Virginia 
Andreu, Peter Palmer, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology).. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Atkinson, Harry Wilson, Jr. (Electrical-Electronics Technology) .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bannister, Charles Anthony (Electrical-Electronics Technology). .... Richmond, Virginia 
Barnes, Herbert A. (Drafting & Design Technology). ..... .Hague, Virginia 
Beam, George Michael (Electrical-Electronics Technology).. . . Richmond, Virginia 
Bennett, Dean H . (Civil & Highway Technology). ......... .......... .. ...... Stafford, Virginia 
Blalock, Norman Newton t (Electrical-Electronics Technology) 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Brooks, Roger Wayne (Civil & Highway Technology) ......... Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Brooks, Wade Kirkwood (Electrical-Electronics Technology). . . .... Mathews, Virginia 
Bushong, Jeffrey Franklin (Drafting & Design Technology). ........ Woodstock, Virginia 
Chambers, Richard Vernon, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology). ........... Rice, Virginia 
Combs, Blair Moyers, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology)... . .. ... Gainsboro, Virginia 
Combs, Richard Edwin (Drafting & Design Technology).Highland Springs, Virginia 
Craig, James Harding (Drafting & Design Technology) . . .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Crouch, Hunter Douglas (Drafting & Design Technology). ....... Midlothian, Virginia 
Currence, Alan Homer (Electrical-Electronics Technology). .. ... . . Manassas, Virginia 
Daugherty, Douglas Russell (Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Davenport, Franklin Leroy (Electrical-Electronics Technology). . Richmond, Virginia 
Denton, Edward Selden, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology). . Richmond, Virginia 
Dixon, Frances Andrea (Drafting & Design Technology). .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Duttweiler, William Harold, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology) 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Dysart, Larry Lee (Drafting & Design Technology). . ............ ..... .......... .. Woodstock, Virginia 
Edwards, Forrest Wayne (Electrical-Electronics Technology) 
King William, Virginia 
Elmore, Paul Gregory (Drafting & Design Technology). ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Farmer, Ronnie Lee (Electrical-Electronics Technology ). .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Ferguson, Roger Wade (Civil & Highway Technology). ........ .. Lanexa, Virginia 
Fultz, James Mathews (Drafting & Design Technology). .......... .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Gatewood, Harold Montague t (Drafting & Design Technology) . Richmond, Virginia 
Gibson, Robert Edlow (Civil & Highway Technology). ..... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Greene, William Frederick (Drafting & Design Technology) ..... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Hall1 James Michael (Drafting & Design Technology). . . .... .. ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Haraesty, William Rollins (Drafting & Design Technology) .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Haynes, Ray K. (Civil & Highway Technology) ..... Chesterfield, Virginia 
Hetrick Dale Glen (Civil & Highway Technology) . Waynesboro, Virginia 
Howard, Danny Lee (Drafting & Design Technology).. .. Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Jamerson, Paul Martin t (Electrical-Electronics Technology). .... Dillwyn, Virginia 
Jarvis, R. Michael (Drafting & Design Technology) .. .... .. ................ ..... . Sandston, Virginia 
Jenkins, Ronald Stuart (Electrical-Electronics Technology). Remington, Virginia 
Jones, Irvin Barton, III (Drafting & Design Technology). . Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Kearney, Mac Arthur "' (Electrical-Electronics Technology). .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Leed, Stephen Maynard (Electrical-Electronics Technology). Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Leipertz, Robert Joseph, Jr. t (Drafting & Design Technology). Richmond, Virginia 
Linville, Richard Troy, Jr. (Civil & Highway Technology). . . . ... . Manquin, Virginia 
Long, William Fisher ( Drafting & Design Technology). .. .................. .. . Manassas, Virginia 
McDaniel , Orman Franklin (Drafting & Design Technology) Charlottesville, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
tCompleted Degree requiremen ts prior to Junr 1970 
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Miller, George Edward (Drafting & Design Technology) ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Moore, Joseph Alexander, Jr. (Civil & Highway Technology) ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Mowry, John 'Dall (Civil & Highway Technology) ........................... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Mui, Albert Kum-Chuek (Drafting & Design Technology). ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Murchison, Kathryn Dawn (Drafting & Design Technology) 
Burgaw, North Carolina 
Naumann, Russell Edward, III (Drafting & Design Technology )..Hampton, Virginia 
O'Berry, Linwood Wayne (Drafting & Design Technology). ... ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Overmann, William Edward (Civil & Highway Technology). ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Overton, Bernard Leigh,Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology). ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Parks, Robert Lee (Air onditioning & Refrigeration Technology) 
New Church, Virginia 
Pierce, George Neville (Civil & Highway Technology). ... ............ ..... Saluda, Virginia 
Pleasant, Michael Wayne (Electrical-Electronics Technology) 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Priestino, Renaldo Terry t (Electrical-Electronics Technology). ... Richmond, Virginia 
Pruden, Buddy Arnold t (Drafting & Design Technology). .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Raddin, Bruce Johnstone (Drafting & Design Technology).. .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Ryan, Robert Emmett Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology). ... Richmond, Virginia 
Seckora, David Donald ..,. (Electrical-Electronics Technology ). ..... West Point, Virginia 
Sloan, Binford, III (Drafting & Design Technology) ............ .. ....... ... Chester, Virginia 
Smith, Donald Elmer ('Drafting & Design Technology) ........... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Sparks, John Garland (Drafting & Design Technology ) .................... .. .. Lynchburg, Virginia 
Sterling, Jeffrey Allan (Electrical-Electronics Technology). ......... . Richmond, Virginia 
Taran, Igor Oleksa (Drafting & Design Technology). .................. Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Thompson, Andre Ellett (Drafting & Design Technology) Highland Springs, Virginia 
Tiller, Norman Lee (Electrical-Electronics Technology). ...... ....... .. .. Glen Allen, Virginia 
Vickery, James Josellh (Drafting & Design Technology). .. ...... .. . ..... Sandston, Virginia 
Vines, James Franklin (Electrical-Electronics Technology). ..... .... Waynesboro, Virginia 
Watson, Reinhardt (Electrical-Electronics Technology) ..... . ....... ........ Woodford, Virginia 
Wicker, Charles Thomas t (Electrical-Electronics Technology). .... Richmond, Virginia 
Williams, Glenn F. (Civil & Highway Technology).... .. ... .... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Woo, Shey Chow (Civil & Highway Technology)....... .. ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Wood, Robert Lee (Civil & Highway Technology)... . .. .. ..... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Wright, George Lindsey, Jr. (Drafting & Design Technology ). ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Zwicker, Jack Herman (Drafting & Design Technology). ..... . . ......... .. Norfolk, Virginia 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Abbitt, Merry Webb (Art History). . . ......... Williamsburg, Virginia 
Alexander, Suzanne B. (Communication Arts & Design)... . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Altice, William Curtis t (Painting & Printmaking). . . Springfield, Virginia 
Anderson, Ronald Sherwin (Dramatic Art & Speech). . . .Woodbury, New Jersey 
Archbald, Denise (Communication Arts & 'Design)... . .... .... Hampton, Virginia 
Atkins, Adelia Rebecca t (Fashion Design)... .. ............. .Trevilians, Virginia 
Atwell, Kathy Lynn (Communication Arts ·& Design)... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Ayres, Barbara Louise (Communication Arts & Design) ... ... .. ... ... Falls Church, Virginia 
Baber, Edith MacCabe t (Art Education). ... ... .. . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Baer, Alexander Charles (Interior Design). . .. .... Baltimore, Maryland 
Baiz, Christina Jane (Painting & Printmaking) .. ...... .... ...... . Pennington, New Jersey 
Ball, Russel Davis t (Communication Arts & Design). ... ............... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Barnes, Jeanne Leslie t (Fashion Design).. .... . .... . .. . .. ......... .Toano, Virginia 
Behrman, Bruce Windous (Painting & Printmaking). . .. .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Belote, William Paul (Communication Arts & Design) ............................ Norfolk, Virginia 
Bennett, James Moore (Painting & Printmaking) .................................. Front Royal, Virginia 
Berault, Joan Cheryl (Interior Design ).. .. .......... .... ....... Silver Spring, Maryland 
Bernat, Miriam t (Crafts) ... . .. Alexandria, Virginia 
Blair, Carol Jeannette (Interior Design)... . ..... . . .. ... . ............. Roanoke, Virginia 
Boan, Elizabeth Thomas t (Art Education). .............. Pulaski, Virginia 
Bolles, Meredith Meeks (Art Education)... . ... ....... . ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Y'.·*With Honors 
·}Completed Degrcf' requirements prior to June 1970 
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Branch, Joan Swanner (Fine Arts).. . . ..... .... .... ....................... Richmond, Virginia 
Brandon, Billie Lee (Interior Design). . . ...... York, South Carolina 
Brandt, Wilfred Edwin, Jr. (Painting & Printmaking) . ........ .. ..... Falls Church, Virginia 
Brodie, John T. (Painting '& Printmaking).. . . ... ...... Arlington, Virginia 
Brown, Melinda Covington (Interior Design) ... . ... .... .... Rural Hall, North Carolina 
Buchanan, Ginna Lee t (Dramatic Art & Speech). ........................ ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Burckard, Frances McDaniel t (Sculpture) ...... . Norfolk, Virginia 
Burton, Bonnie Johnson (Communication Arts & Design) .. ..... .. .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Camden, Edward Norgrove, IV (Painting & Printmaking). ................. Fincastle, Virginia 
Cantin, Paul Michael (Communication Arts & Design) 
Somersworth, New Hampshire 
Carter, Betty Jo O t (Art Education). ........... .Danville, Virginia 
Carter, Lynda N~ier (Fashion Art) .. ... .. ... .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Chandler, Diana Elmore .. (Fashion Design) .. Richmond, Virginia 
Chewning, Peggy Jean (Communication Arts & Design) .. .. ... Arlington, Virginia 
Childress, Melinda Price (Communication Arts & Design) .. .. .... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Christensen, Carol Joyce (Drama Education) . . . . Leesburg, Virginia 
Clingempeel, Carl Anderson, Jr. (Communication Arts & Design).Roanoke, Virginia 
Coleman, Michael William (Sculpture). .... .. .. . .. . . Powhatan, Virginia 
Corbett, Barbara Ann (Fashion Art).... . .. . . . . . .. .. ...... ... . Clear Spring, Maryland 
Covey, Catherine Ann (Painting & Printmaking). .. .. ....... McLean, Virginia 
Crist, Iva Lee t (Art Education). .. ......... .Alexandria, Virginia 
Dabney, Robert Lewis, IV t (Interior Design).. . .. . .... ...... ..... ... ........... . Roanoke, Virginia 
Davis, Frank (Dramatic Art & Speech). . . .... ..... ... .......... ... ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Davis, James D. III t (Paintin~ & Printmaking) .. . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Dim, Joni R. t (Art Education). . . . .. . . . . . . Falls Church, Virginia 
Donovan, Eileen Katherine (Communication Arts & Design )... Alexandria, Virginia 
Driscoll, Mary Louise t (Fashion Design). .... . Buckingham, Virginia 
Eckard, Gary Stuart t (Crafts) .Richmond, Virginia 
Eckard, Patricia Jenkins t (Crafts) . ... ........ .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Edwards, Etta P. (Painting & Printmaking). Richmond, Virginia 
Edwards, Mary Roberson (Fashion Art). .......... ... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Elliott, Stephen Lee t (Communication Arts & Design). . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Elmer, G. Allison t (Dramatic Art & Speech ). . . Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
English, Joseph Craig (Communication Arts & Design). . .. .... ...... Annandale, Virginia 
Essex, Joseph Michael (Communication Arts & Design). ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Everhart, Teresa Gail (Interior Design). ... ... .. ....................... Thomasville, North Carolina 
Fadeley, Kenneth Allen (Sculpture). . . .. .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Falcone, Gina Cynthia (Painting & Printmaking). ... .. .. Vienna, Virginia 
Feldman, Marilyn Julia (Art Education). Portsmouth, Virginia 
Findlay, Susan Carol t (Art Education). . Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Finnell, Linda Jo (Painting & Printmaking). Richmond , Virginia 
Fleisher, Wayne Owen (Dramatic Art & Speech ). . . ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Freeken, Brenda Kay (Communication Arts & Design ). .... Goldsboro, North Carolina 
Fuller, William Thomas (Art Education). ......... Marion, Virginia 
Gibbs, Elizabeth Roberts (Communication Arts & Design ). ..... Fairfax, Virginia 
Giles, Faye Arleen (Fashion Art). ...... . Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Goffigon, Rejena Lynn (Art Education) Portsmouth, Virginia 
Gonzalez, Pedro Saturnino (Communication Arts & D esign ) Arlington, Virginia 
Gorham, Albert Edward, Jr. t (Communication Arts & Design ). .. McLean, Virginia 
Gotich, Emily Jo (Communication Arts & Design ). . .. ..... . Alexandria, Virginia 
Greene, Nancy Jean (Interior Design). ....... . Peru , New York 
Greenspoon, Eliska Morsel (Fashion Art) ... Richmond, Virginia 
Hagan, Darryl (Painting & Printmaking). Richmond, Virginia 
Harm, Frederick Michael (Dramatic Art & Speech ) Churchville, Pennsvlvania 
Harris, Eugene Herman (Communication Arts & Design). Glen Allen, Virginia 
Harris, Mary Anne (Communication Arts & Design) Richmond, Virginia 
Hasenbuhler, Gary Gene (Communication Arts & Design ) Hagerstown, Maryland 
Hayden. Kenneth Russell. Jr. (Art Education ) .... .. Parksley, Virginia 
Hayes, Jo Dee (Interior Design) . . ... .. ............. Baltimore, Maryland 
Hayes, Marianne Michael (Art Education). ..... .................. Richmond, Virginia 
*With Hi.~h Honors 
~:·*With Honors 
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Hayes, Marilynn Ann (Art Education ). .. . .... ... ...... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Hedrick, Frank Joseph t (Communication Arts & Design) 
Thomasville, North Carolina 
Heite, Louise Bono (Art History). .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Herzberg, Caren Sue ( Art Education ). ............... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·c .... 0 ... 1.1 .. e ... g . .Ne porafrokl,kM, Va1r.rygiannida Hickman, Annette Langstaff t (Fashion Design )... rh 
Hickman, Roy Carlyne (Interior Design ).. . . ............ Bon Air, Virginia 
Hill, Robert Wilson ** (Fashion Design)... . ......... . Roanoke, Virginia 
Hoffman, Janet Elaine t (Communication Arts & Design ) .. Massapequa, New York 
Hollandsworth, Thomas Greene, Jr. ( Interior Design). ...... Collinsville, Virginia 
Hopkins, Richard Neal (Dramatic Art & Speech). .. . ....... . Columbus, Georgia 
Huffman, Anna Christine (Art History )... . .... . .... .. ... . Richmond, Virginia 
Ingber, Neil Ira (Communication Arts & Design ) ... .. .. .. Lynbrook, New York 
Jeffries, Kim Jeannine (Painting & Printmaking).. .. .... Falls Church, Virginia 
Jenkins, Leslie Robb t (Sculpture).. . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Carol Ann (Interior Design ) ...... ....... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Johnston, Charles Raynor (Dramatic Art & Speech) .... .. Emporia, Virginia 
Johnston, Michael Avery ( Communication Arts & Design) 
Granite Falls, North Carolina 
Jones, Edward Thomas ** t (Art History ). . .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Jones, Marcus Goff t (Interior Design) ............... .. ............. Roanoke, Virginia 
Katz, Ellen M. t (Dramatic Art & Speech)... . .......... Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 
Kennedy, Thomas Conger, II (Communication Arts & Design ) 
Sabot-Manakin, Virginia 
Kenney, Donna Berry ( Fashion Art ). ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Keyser, Kenneth Kyle ( Art Education ). ... Covington, Virginia 
Kiser, Sandra Burns ( Art Education ). ... .. .... .. ........ .. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
LaGace, Elaine Renee (Communication Arts & Design ).. .. ... Arlington, Virginia 
Lam, Dorothy Miller (Interior Design ) .. ... . Mt. Crawford, Virginia 
Lamb, Marion Shaw t (Art History ) ........... ....... . Richmond, Virginia 
Lambdin, Margaret Elaine (Communication Arts & Design). ................ Franklin, Virginia 
Lamson, Dona Rose t (Fashion Art ) . . .. ..... . ........ ... .. Niagara Falls, New York 
Lancaster, Richard Byrd ( Communication Arts & Design ) ....... Petersburg, Virginia 
Lassiter, Rickie Jay ( Communication Arts & Design ). ..... ... .Newport News, Virginia 
L~,vis, George de_ Vignier (Interior_ Design ).. .... .. ........ .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Lmdsay, Mary Eileen (Art Educat10n )... .. .... .. .... Hagerstown, Maryland 
Lindsay, Virginia Irene t (Art Education ). ..... Arlington, Virginia 
Locke, Luckie Kay t (Art Education ). .... .... .... Alexandria, Virginia 
Lufsey, Mary Louise (Art History). ... .. ....... ... ..... .... ....... .. ......... .. .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Magee, James Walton t (Painting & Printmaking). .. . .. Chevy Chase, Maryland 
Madden, Kathleen Joy ( Communication Arts & Design ). . .. . .Newington, Virginia 
Marlow, Linda Rutland ** (Interior Design )... . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Martin, Elizabeth Ione (Dramatic Art & Speech )... . ...... . ........ . Richmond, Virginia 
Martin, James Allen (Interior Design ). .. Glasgow, Virginia 
Martin, Nelson Ray, Jr. ( Drama Education ). ... Roanoke, Virginia 
Mason, Gene Lee t (Art Education). ... .... ... .. Alexandria, Virginia 
Mast, Patricia Louise t ( Art Education ). ... Rockbridge Baths, Virginia 
Maunder, Peggy Joyce t (Art Education ). . . .. . . . .. . .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
McGhee, Dianne Gayle ( Painting & Printmaking). .. . ... .. Danville, Virginia 
McKay, Patricia Diane-Walter t (Art Education ).. . ... .. .. .. ...... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
McKown, Judith Anne (Interior Design ). . . ... Tidioute, Pennsylvania 
Milliken, Cynthia Ann ( Communication Arts & Design ). . . ... . ..... Fairfax, Virginia 
Mizerek, Leonard Joseph ( Communication Arts & Design ). . Wilmington, Delaware 
Moore, Michael Davis ( Communication Arts & Design ). Chesapeake, Virginia 
Nelson, William Sanford, Jr. (Communication Arts & Design ) . Richmond, Virginia 
Owen , Marjorie Pemberton (Interior Design )... . .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Parker, Francine Anne (Dramatic Art & Speech ). .... Centerville, Virginia 
Parker, Melissa Jane ( Dramatic Art & Speech). . Arlington, Virginia 
Parsons, Dora Lee (Art Education ). . . ... .. .... ... ................. .. ......... Chester, Virginia 
Parsons, Terry Martin (Interior Design ). .. .... Mexico City, Mexico 
Payne, Janet Anne (Art Education ) ... ................ ..... . .... ... ................ . Falmouth, Virginia 
Payne, Louise Talbert t ( Painting & Printmaking) ......... Richmond, Virginia 
·:··*With H onors 
·:·Complrt('d Df'grre rf'quirf'mf'nt s prior to Jun e 1970 
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Pharis, Laura Lorraine (Fine Arts). . . Roanoke, Virginia 
Pleasants, Jerome Alphonso (Crafts)... Charlottesville, Virginia 
~~~{~ir~nF ci~~~~m~~~;~;ti~~ X;t~ & ti~~ig~)··················Ri~~i!a; t:~:~\! 
Reagan, Katherine Wells (Crafts). ................ ..... .. .......... Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Reese, Amy Karen (Interior Design)... . . ............ ........................ Lexington, North Carolina 
Regus, Shirley Jean t (Dramatic Art & Speech)........... . .. . . . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Rennolds, Edris Anne (Communication Arts & Design). .... ......... Lawrenceville, Virginia 
Rice, Ann Norvell t (Dramatic Art & Speech) ......................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Rice, Anthony Hopkins (Sculpture). ......... . .. .. ..Richmond, Virginia 
Roberts, Hunter Boon (Drama Education). . ... . .. .... ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Roberts, Joyce Brown t (Drama Education).. . .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Rose, Louise Frances t (Communication Arts & Design). .......... Annandale, Virginia 
Rosenberg, Andrew (Interior Design). .... ...... ............... .... .... ....... ............. .. .. ...... .. Flushing, New York 
Ross, Kenneth Harold (Communication Arts & Design). ................ Alexandria, Virginia 
Rusak., Jack Bishop t (Painting & Printmaking). ..................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Russeli, J~net Elaine t (Cr~fts). . ·: . . . .... .... ....... ~chmond, V\rg\n\a 
Rytelewski, Judy Ann (Interior Design)..... .. ........ ... . ......... Richmond, Virgmia 
Sawyer, Ercell Anne t (Painting & Printmaking). ..... Newport News, Virginia 
Schereri Sara Jeananne (Fashion Design). ..................... ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
Schneicter, Patricia Ellen (Dramatic Art & Speech). ........... McLean, Virginia 
Schroeder, Gretchen Ann .... (Fashion Art).. ... .. . . ... . . .Arlington, Virginia 
Scopin, Joseph William, Jr. (Communication Arts & Design). .... Bethesda, Maryland 
Scotch, Charlotte Sarney (Painting & Printmaking). ... .. .. ............... .... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Slack, Patricia Ann (Fashion Design).... ... .... .. . .... .. .. .... .. . . .... Hampton, Virginia 
Smiley, Kathryn Anne t (Painting & Printmaking)..... . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Brenda Vogel t (Drama Education). . . . . . . . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Wayne R. III t (Painting & Printmaking). ....... ......... ............... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Snyder, Donna Jean (Communication Arts & Design) ...... Cumberland, Maryland 
Soloe, Frances Gayle (Fashion Design). ......................... .. ... ................ ..... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Spence, Hunter Nesbitt t (Dramatic Art & Speech)... . .... Princeton, New Jersey 
St. Germain, Ronald Rene (Dramatic Art & Speech). ..... ...... Newport News, Virginia 
Tanner, Sharon Chaffin (Interior Design) . .... . .. .... .. . ....... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Thomas, Alsen Daniel, Jr. (Communication Arts & Design ) .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Travis, Brenda Walker (Interior Design)......... . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Travis, Carol Jean (Interior Design)...... . . . .. Annandale, Virginia 
Truitt, Marsha Louise (Fashion Design)... . .... Delmar, Delaware 
Turner, Jeanne Louise (Communication Arts & Design)... . ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Turner, Patrick Henry (Communication Arts & Design) ......... Gaffney, South Carolina 
Ullman, Mary Martin Smithwick (Interior Design ). . . .. . . .. .. .... Richmond, Virtnia 
Vaughan, Martha Curtis .... (Fashion An). . . . ... .... ... ..... ............... ... Rockville, Mary and 
Wade, Linda Lee (Painting & Printmaking). .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Warner, James Lee t (Fine Arts). . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Warren, Mary Anne t (Fashion Design)... . ........... . . .. Suffolk, Virginia 
Waters, Margaret Kathleen (Art Education). .. .. .. Arlington, Virginia 
Watson, Caro\yn Theresa (Drama ?ducation). .... ............. . .. P~tersburg, V!rg!n!a 
Webster, Dame! Reed (Art Educat10n)... . ........................... Richmond, Virgmia 
Weininger, Gail (Communication Arts & Design ). . High Point, North Carolina 
Welch, Geneva Capps (Communication Arts & Design ). . . Clifton Forge, Virginia 
West, Lynn Pattric (Dramatic Art & Speech) . . ............. .............. .Vienna, Virginia 
Whiting, Frederic Leon (Drama Education). . . .... .Alexandria, Virginia 
Whitten, Virginia Ellen (Fashion Design).. . ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Willet, Mary Elgar t (Painting & Printmaking).. ... .. . . Richmond, Virginia 
Williamson, Carol Gwen (Interior Design ). . . . .. .. .. ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
Wilson, Jackie Gann t ( Dramatic Art & Speech) .... . . . ......... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Wise, Aran Ross (Communication Arts & Design ) ...................... Lexington, Massachusetts 
Workman, Larry Keith (Communication Arts & Design ).. . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Wrenn, Charles Edward (Fine Arts). . ................ .... Richmond, Virginia 
Yeatts, Donald Reeves t (Interior Design).. . ......................... .. Danville, Virginia 
Young, John Phillip, Jr. (Interior Design).. . .... .. ............ Sanford, North Carolina 
**With Honors 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Abernathy, Mary Perkins (Elementary Education)... . .... Stony Creek, Virginia 
Ackerman, Carl Raymond, II (Health & Physical Education) 
Bowling Green, Virginia 
Aldridge, Nancy Elaine (Business Education ). ................................................... Mineral, Virginia 
Allen, Mary Jeannette ( History & Social Science Education). ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Allen, Patricia La Donnette (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alvis, Virginia Sue (History & Social Science Education) ............. Sandy Hook, Virginia 
Anderson, Helen Burton t (Elementary Education) .. . . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Anderson, Judith Margaret (English Education). ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Anderson, Newell Jackson, Jr. (Health & Physical Education). .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Atkins, Donna Shaver t (Special Education) . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Atkinson, Jane Thomas ( Elementary Education) . .Highland Springs, Virginia 
Attiliis, Marie Karen (Distributive Education) .......... .. .. . ............. Falls Church, Virginia 
Bagbey, Daryl Ryland (Health & Physical Education) . . ... Nelson, Virginia 
Baker, Claude Wayne t (Health & Physical Education) ............... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bartlett1 Ava Dunkum (Business Education) ........ ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Bass, Snaryn Leigh t (Elementary Education) ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Bastian, Susan t (Business Education)... .. ... .......... . .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bateman, Susan Schlenk t (Elementary Education) ............................. Glen Allen, Virginia 
Bauer, Anne Logan (History & Social Science Education) ..... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Bauer, Jessie Mary Helen (Elementary Education) ......... Reading, Pennsylvania 
Bayne, Frances Elizabeth (Business Education)........ . . ...... ..... Culpeper, Virginia 
Beazley, Mary Anne ( Elementary Education).. . .............................. Beaverdam, Virginia 
Bell, William Roger ('Distributive Education)... . ..... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Benford, Joan Benfield (Elementary Education) ... .... ......... ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
Blalock, Betty Ward (Business Education) ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Blanchard, James Roy, Jr. (History & Social Science Education). .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bolden, Harriet Mobley (Elementary Education) Newport News, Virginia 
Bonday, Mary Elizabeth t (Elementary Education).. . ........ Newport News, Virginia 
Boone, Sharon Harley ( English Education) ......... ................................ .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Booth, Michael Edward ( Health & Physical Education) . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Borich, Elsie Dawson t ( Mathematics Education )... . ................................ Franklin, Ohio 
Bostian, Robert Dale (Health & Physical Education)... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Boucher, Marie McCormick t (Elementary Education) ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Bowery, Jane Wade t (Elementary Education).. .. ...... .. . ................... Norcross, Georgia 
Bowles, Edna Barbara ( Special Education)........ ... . .... ........... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Bradbury, Lynne Lester (Business Education). ...... Powhatan, V!r~n!a 
Brammer, Ada Ruth (Special Education)... . .. . : ... .. . .............. Narrows, V1rg:ima 
Brockwell, Barbara Jean (Business Education). .............. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Bronl Linda McKoy t ( Elementary Education) .......... Richmond, Virginia 
BrooKs, Waverly Vaughan t (Health & Physical Education) ...... Quinton, Virginia 
Brown, Betty Owens t ( Elementary Education) ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Brown, Joyce Ann ( Elementary Education) ... Richmond, Virginia 
Brown, Steven Martin ( History & Social Science Education). ......... Petersburg, Virginia 
Bryant, Patricia Gail ( Business Education) .............................. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Burch, Herman Edward (Health & Physical Education). ... ....... .... Buena Vista, Virginia 
Burns, Kayreen Jurica (Elementary Education). ......................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Burrell, Cheryl Mundy ( History & Social Science Education). . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Burris, William Harrison, III t (Health & Physical Education) .... Springfield, Virginia 
Butler, Phyllis Elaine ** ( Business Education).. . .... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Butzner, Agnes Crittenden t (Elementary Education). ......... . ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Campbell, Shoy K. (Elementary Education).. ........ ..... . . . ..... . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Carneal, Christine Ann ( Health & Physical Education) ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Carrington, Carol Sue (Elementary Education). ................ ................. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Carter, Anabel Sledd (Elementary Education). ........ ..... ... ..... ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Carter, Mildred Hughes .... ( History & Social Science Education) Richmond, Virginia 
Caulk, Candida t (Elementary Education). ...................... ........... ................. Middleburg, Virginia 
Chaffins, Martha Jane (Elementary Education). .... ................................. Richmond, Virginia 
Cheatham, Drewry I., III t (Mathematics Education). . . .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Coleman, Hazel J. Butler t (Elementary Education). ..... .................... Richmond, Virginia 
t Completed Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Collins, Katherine Manning (English Education ) ... ... .. ..... .... .. .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Collins, Vicki Tinsley t ( Elementary Education ).. . .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Cook, Wayne William, III t ( Health & Physical Education ). .. ... Bon Air, Virginia 
Cooley, Mary Margaret (Elementary Education ).. . .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Cotter, Beatrice Elaine (History & Social Science Education ). ... Manassas, Virginia 
Cox, Rebecca Ann (Distributive Education). . . .. .. ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Craig, Carl Patterson, Jr. ( Mathematics Education ).. . . Highland Springs, Virginia 
Crisp, William Lester ( Health & Physical Education ) .... .. .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Crittenden, Gloria Gatewood (Health & Physical Education). . ... Catlett, Virginia 
Cupples, Roberta Folz ..,. ( Elementary Education).. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Currie, Elizabeth Brown t ( Elementary Education ). . ........... ... .. .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Curry, Cynthia Olive t (Mathematics Education). . . . .. ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Dailey, Mary Rabel ( Elementary Education ) . Petersburg, Virginia 
Daise, Barbara Jean ( Distributive Education ) .. ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Dardoufas, Kay Samaras t ( Elementary Education ). ........... .. .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Daughtry, Archie Powell, Jr. ( History & Social Science Education ) 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Dayton, Eileen Dewar ( Health & Physical Education ) .. ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
DeLisle, Joyce Bishop ( Elementary Education ). . . . . .. . Coloni,al, Heights, V!rg!nia 
Dodd, Diana Lynn (English Education ) ... . . . ... ...... ... .. ....... .. . Richmond, Vugmia 
Dowdy, Lois Williams (Elementary Education ). .. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Drumheller, Leonard Ira, Jr. t ( Elementary Education ) ......... Charlottesville, Virginia 
Duff, Lee Belshee ( Elementary Education ). .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Dugan, Phyllis Ruth (Biology Education ). ... ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
DuLaney, Ruth Laird (Elementary Education ). ........... Bon Air, Virginia 
Dunn, Sterling Price t (Health & Physical Education ) ....... ...... . Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Dunn, Virginia Kent (Distributive Education ). . . ............. .... ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Dunne, Sheila Maloney (Elementary Education ) . . .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Dyke, Nancy J. (Health & Physical Education ) .. . ... Richmond, Virginia 
Eckard, Colleen Sue (Health & Physical Education ). ...... . Richmond, Virginia 
Eddicks, Ruby Bernice ( Elementary Education ). ... . .. Arlington, Virginia 
Edwards, Gary Raye (Distributive Education ) .. ... .. Warsaw, Virginia 
Eisenberg, Diane Sternfield t ( Elementary Education ) .... ........ .. .. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Elkin, Renee Susan ( Elementary Education ). . . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Ellis, John William, III (Distributive Education) . . .. .. Foneswood, Virginia 
English, Robert Earl (History & Social Science Education) ..... ..... Drewryville, Virginia 
Evans, Sandra Rachmel ( Elementary Education ) ... . ...... .. ..... .. .......... .. .. .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Ewell, Mary Almand ( Elementary Education ) . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Fravel, D. Allen (History & Social Science Education ) Richmond, Virginia 
Frederickson , Olivia June ( Elementary Education ) .. . ....... .... Mount Jackson, Virginia 
Fretwell, Nancy Flippin (Elementary Education ) .... . ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Fuller, Myron Charles ( Elementary Education ). .. Richmond, Virginia 
Funk, Nancy Lou t (Elementary Education ). ..... Midlothian, Virginia 
Gardner, Karen N an (Distributive Education ) Hampton, Virginia 
Garst, Marybeth ..,. (English Education). ... .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Gary, Anita Hanna t ( Elementary Education ) .. ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Gentry, Gerald Gladstone, Jr. t (Health & Physical Education ) . Richmond, Virginia 
Glazer, Sarabeth Warshaver (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Goff, Carole Lee (Special Education ) ..... .. .. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Goforth, Linda H arvey t ( Mathematics Education ) .......... Montross, Virginia 
Goodrich, Wanda Leigh ( Business Education ). .................. .. Waverly, Virginia 
Grammer, Nancy Louise Belle ( Elementary Education ) . . .. Waverly, Virginia 
Gray, Delores Elizabeth ( History & Social Science Education ) ... Richmond, Virginia 
Grimes, Carol Brickey t ( Distributive Education ) ..... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Grizzard, William Floyd, Jr. ( Health & Physical Education ) .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Halling, Elizabeth Stopps O ( History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hall , Lynda Marie ( Business Education ) ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Hammack, Edward R. Jr. ( History & Social Science Education ). Richmond, Virginia 
Hammond, Roger Darrell t ( History & Social Science Education ) .... Vienna, Virginia 
Hancock, Alpha Torrence t ( Elementary Education ) Chesterfield, Virginia 
-:.:· *With Honors 
t Completed Df'~ ref" requirements pri or to June 19 70 
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Harrell, Janning Donford (Distributive Education) ................................. Richmond, Virginia 
Harris, Carolyn Lee t (Elementary Education). . . ................... Richmond, Virginia 
Harrup, Louise Seay t (Elementary Education). .. . .... .... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Harvey, Stephen Coates (Health & Physical Education).. . ... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Harwell, Mildred Davis t (Elementary Education).. . . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Henderson, Nancy Ross (Elementary Education). ..... . .... ... ....... Roanoke, Virginia 
Hills, Peggy Elizabeth (Elementary Education). . .. . ... Lexington, Virginia 
Hobbs, James William, Jr. (Business Education). . . ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Hoebart, Patricia Leah t (Elementary Education ). ............ . .... . ......... Glen Allen, Virginia 
Hoffman, David Earle t (Health & Physical Education).. .. . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Hofheimer, Jean Marshall t (Elementary Education)... .. . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Holliday, Evalyn Scott t (Elementary Education). ... . . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Holt, Elizabeth Windsor (History & Social Science Education) ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Horner, Edith (History & Social Science Education). .. . Hopewell, Virginia 
Hower, Lynn Hollister t (Distributive Education). .. Richmond, Virginia 
Huddle, Sheila Tansch t (Biology Education). . . .. .. .. . ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Hudgins, Houlcfer Howard, Jr. (History & Social Science Education) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hullett, Jerry Wayne (History & Social Science Education). ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Hundley, Bernice Harrington t (Elementary Education). ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Hunt, Robert Page (Mathematics Education). .... Petersburg, Virginia 
Hurrelbrinck, Patricia L. ..,. (Distributive Education ). . . ... . . Baltimore, Maryland 
Huycke, Donald Francis, Jr. (Health & Physical Education ). ... Falls Church, Virginia 
Irby, Katherine Clay t (Elementary Education). . . . . . . . . . . . ... Blackstone, Virginia 
Ivey, Dorothy Grant t (History & Social Science Education). .... . . .. ..... Jarratt, Virginia 
James, Robert Mitchell, Jr. (History & Social Science Education) Richmond, Virginia 
Jameson, Charles Clifton (Health & Physical Education) .. . .... Culpeper, Virginia 
Jenness, Brenda Lee (Elementary Education) .................. ... .. ... . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Jennings, Cheryl Kathryn (Elementary Education). . . .. . .. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, Carol French (Special Education ). ..... .. .. .. ..... . ..... ... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Johnson, {Zyce Edwards ..,. (Elementary Ed~cation). ................ Re~tortown, V)r~n!a 
Johnson, athleen Ann (Elementary Educat10n)... ... .. . . ...... Richmond, Virgmia 
Johnson, Mary Catherine ( Special Education ). ...... . . .... Deltaville, Virginia 
Johnson, Robert Llewellyn (History & Social Science Education) 
Tappahannock, Virginia 
Johnson, Robert Thornton t (Health & Physical Education). . . Chester, Virginia 
Johnson, Samuel Virgil (Health & Physical Education ). .. .. . .. .. .. Rectortown, Virginia 
Johnston, Phyllis Ann (Business Education ). . ... . .. . . . .. . .... .... .. ....... Chester, Virginia 
Jones, Joan S. t (Elementary Education). . . . . Stony Creek, Virginia 
Jones, Susan Kay t (Elementary Education). . . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Journey, Judy Lynn (Elementary Education). .. .... ...... ..... . Richmond, Virginia 
Journigan, James Laddie, Jr. (Health & Physical Education) 
Providence Forge, Virginia 
Kay, Martha Venable t (English Education ) .... Richmond, Virginia 
Keeling, Bonnie Delight t (Distributive Education ) .. ...... .. ... ......... .. ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Kelly, Hilda Corker t (Elementary Education ) . .Ashland, Virginia 
Kelly, Sandra Porter t ( Elementary Education ). . ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
Kent, Alphonso Holland, III (History & Social Science Education ) 
Richmond, Virginia 
Kent, Janet Natalie (Health & Physical Education). . . ..... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Killian, Julia Carole t (English Education ).. . ......... . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Kimzey, Richard Pearson (Distributive Education ).. . . ... .Annandale, Virginia 
King, Amy Thomas ..,. (Elementary Education ). ... .Spotsylvania, Virginia 
King, Elizabeth Glover t (Elementary Education ). .. ... ... ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
King, Jo Dianne t (Elementary Education) .. .. Petersburg, Virginia 
Kirk, Daniel Thomas (Distributive Education ). .......... Dover, Delaware 
Klemmer, Joyce Ann (Elementary Education ) ..... ...... .......... .. ... ..... ..... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Kline, Ronald Hite (Distributive Education). .. .. ...... . . .. ..... ...... .. ... .. .... .. . Strasburg, Virginia 
Kline, Sandra Lee (Special Education). . . Hampton, Virginia 
Klingensmith, Ronald James (Health & Physical Education ). .. Annandale, Virginia 
Lammay, Joseph Beverley (History & Social Science Education) Richmond, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
.::·* With Honors 
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Lancio, Jerry William (Business Education)............ ..................... . . ... .... Sterling, Virginia 
Lanfordi)ohn Davis t (Health & Physical Education) .. . .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Lange, Yauline Marie (Distributive Education) .............. McLean, Virginia 
Lapkin, Dianne Barbara (English Education) ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Leadbetter, Jane Elizabeth t (Elementary Education) .... Gum Spring, Virginia 
Lee, Linda Page t (English Education)................................. Richmond, Virginia 
Legg, Edwin Lee (Health & Physical Education). Richmond, Virginia 
LendvaJ' James Jerome t (History & Social Science Education) ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Leonar , Martha Kimball (Elementary Education). ............... ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Leonard, Sister Julian (Elementary Education). ....... ..................................... Bristow, Virginia 
Levy, EHen Gerstein (Elementary Education)........ . ....... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Lewis, Lyndell Alvis (Elementary Education). ..... . .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Lewis, Patricia Knobel (Business Education). ............................ . Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Love, Ruth Rowland t (Business Education). ................................ Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Mahon, Daniel Thomas t (History & Social Science Education}..'Richmond, Virginia 
Mains, Ximena Frayser t (Elementary Education) ........................... Richmond, Virginia 
Maitland, George Edward (History & Social Science Education). .. Richmond, Virginia 
Maloy, Barbara Walker (Elementary Education) .................. Petersburg, Virginia 
Martin, Linda Frances (Business Education). ..................... . ... ... .Hopewell, Virginia 
McGrath, Patricia Ann (Elementary Education) .. ....... . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Meadows, Karen (Elementary Education) ............. ..... ..... ........................... ......... .Hopewell, Virginia 
Meyer, Anne Lea (Distributive Education).................... . ....... . Enfield, North Carolina 
Miller, Margaret Elizabeth (Health & Physical Education). ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Mills, Frances Elaine (Hi,5tory & Social Science Education). ........... Richmond, Virginia 
Minterj Anita Temple ,.,,, (Elementary Education). ........ ........................ Bruington, Virginia 
Mitchel, Judith Torrence (Elementary Education) ........ Lynchburg, Virginia 
Mitchell, Lucille Carwile (Elementary Education). .. . ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Mitchell, Stella Anderson (English Education). ..................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Moore, Barbara Elizabeth (Elementary Education). .................. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Moore, Robert Gladstone t (History & Social Science Education) Hopewell, Virginia 
Morris, Daniel Thomas (Distributive Education).... . ........................ Afton, Virginia 
Moseley, Elizabeth Gay (Business Education). .. . ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Moser1 Harriet Beckham ( Elementary Education )... ... .. ........ . .. Orange, Virginia 
Murphy, Ann Kathleen (Health & Physical Education). ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Muttart, Elizabeth Ayscue (Elementary Education). ......................... Chesterfield, Virginia 
Nelson, Robert Arthur t (Health & Physical Education ).. . ............ Richmond, Virginia 
Newell, Marsha Kaye t (Elementary Education)... . ..................... Winchester, Virginia 
Niedermayer, Ilse M. Harlfinger t "" (French Education). . Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Norfleet, Lynn Davis t (Elementary Education ). .................... .. ...... .... Williamsburg, Virginia 
Norris, Sally Ann t (Mathematics Education). ....................................... Richmond, Virginia 
Norvell, Elizabeth Luke t (English Education). ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Oginz, Carol Frye t (Elementary Education) ... . ...... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Oliver, Beverley Gay t (Elementary Education).. . . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Osborne, Jean Ellen (Elementary Education)................ . . ........... Saxe, Virginia 
Osborne, Shirley Fleming (Elementary Education). .................................... Crozier, Virginia 
Palma, Annamary (Special Education). . . . ..... Salem, Virginia 
Parr, Florence Gaylene (Elementary Education).... ....... . ..... Bassett, Virginia 
Plageman, Robert James t (Health & Physical Education ). ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Pomfrey, William Ronald t ( Health & Physical Education). Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Porzenheim, Margaret Mary t (Elementary Education). .................. Richmond, Virginia 
Powell, Harriette Burnette t (Business Education)... . ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
Powell, Thomas Addison t (History & Social Science Education) 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Powers, Sallie Mountcastle ,.,,, (Elementary Education) .. .... .. .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Powers, Sherry Wilson t ( Elementary Education) Richmond, Virginia 
Price1 Nancy Thomas t (Elementary Education) ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
Pritchard, Joyce Mitchell """" (Mathematics Education).. . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Pritchett, William Hampden (History & Social Science Education ) 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Quemere , Richard Pierre t (Health & Physical Education) ....... Glen Rock, New Jersey 
Rafferty, 0. Wayne t (English Education).. .. . .Richmond, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
**With Honors 
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Reed, LynAnn Stewart t (Elementary Education)... . ... ... Falls Church, Virginia 
Reid, Diane Gayle (History & Social Science Education). ................ Richmond, Virginia 
Rew, Antoinette Marie (Elementary Education) ..... Hampton, Virginia 
Reynolds, Judy Lee (Elementary Education) .......... . .................. ..... Rocky Mount, Virginia 
Reynolds, Wayne Lamar (Business Education) .. Whiting, New Jersey 
Rhoades, Zella Darlene (Business Education)............. . .............. .Hopewell, Virginia 
Ricks, Frances Perkins t (Elementary Education)... . .... Jarratt, Virginia 
Ridolphi, Mary Rebecca t (Elementary Education). .... ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Roberts, Kimberly Annett (Business Education)... .... . . ........ Petersburg, Virginia 
Robins, Sarah Hutcherson (Elementary Education)... . ......... Richmond, Virginia 
Rogers, Patricia Peacock t (Elementary Education) ............... Richmond, Virginia 
Rose, Jackie Russell t (Business Education).. . .... ...... .. .. .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Routten, Gloria Carol · (History & Social Science Education).. . .... Hampton, Virginia 
Rowe, Mary Stone (English Education).. . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Rowe, Ronald Lee t (History & Social Science Education) .............. Petersburg, Virginia 
Rowe, Virginia Kemp t (Elementary Education).... . ..... ....... . ....... Waverly, Virginia 
Russ, Louise Graham (Elementary Education) .. .. .............. ......... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Russell, James Michael (Health & Physical Education). .. ................. Richmond, Virginia 
Salken, Bonnie Lynn (Special Education) ........................ .................. ........ .. Richmond, Virginia 
Sanford, Benjamin Wright (Health & Physical Education). ... .......... Oldhams, Virginia 
Sarver, Susan Leigh t (Distributive Education).. . ... Roanoke, Virginia 
Sawyer, Kathleen Modak (Elementary Education).. . .... ......... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Schiffman, Wally Jenny t (Distributive Education). ............ ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
See, Carolyn Pugh t (Business Education). . . ............................ Richmond, Virginia 
Settle, Betty Maggard (Elementary Education). .. ........ . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Sheets, Ann Lindsey (Elementary Education). ...... .......... ......... .. ..... Clifton Forge, Virginia 
Sheppe, Linda Gail (Health & Physical Education). .............. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Shuler, Ralph Nelson, Jr. (Mathematics Education).. . ... .. .... . Richmond, Virginia 
Siegel, Lillie Hinton ('Distributive Education)........ . .. . Richmond, Virginia 
Silleker, Patricia Anne t (English Education)... .. . . ..... Chester, Virginia 
Skudlarek, Mary Ruth (English Education)..... . . .. ................. .Metuchen, New Jersey 
Smith, Deborah Carmine (Distributive Education). .... . ......... Hampton, Virginia 
Sobel, Harvey B. (Health & Physical Education).. . ....... Richmond, Virginia 
Soble, Paul t (Health & Physical Education). . . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Spencer, Ellen Norris t (Elementary Education).... . ......................... Richmond, Virginia 
Stacy, Nancy Craven (Elementary Education)... . ........................ ..... Chester, Virginia 
Stancil, Eleanor Morton (English Education). . .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Stansbury, Alvin Keith t ( English Education). . . ... ...... ............ ........ Rockville, Virginia 
Starkey, MarthaJean t (Elementary Education). ................................ .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Steinbach, Davi Nels t (Elementary Education)... . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
Stewart, John Calvin (History & Social Science Education) Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Stewart, Mary Linda t (Elementary Education). ........... .. ..... .. .... .. ... Portsmouth, Virginia 
Straub, William Lewis t (Health & Physical Education)... . . ... Lexington, Virginia 
Sturgis, Mary Anne t (Business Education)... . .... Nassawadox, Virginia 
Swander, Janet Elizabeth (Elementary Education) ..... Hopewell, Virginia 
Swicegood, Shirley Ann t (Elementary Education). ..... .... .............. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Swift, Mary Kathleen (Elementary Education). ............... Richmond, V!r~n!a 
Swink, Dorothy Ann (English Education). .. ..... ...... ... ..................................... Staunton, Vugima 
Sykes, Sandra Kay (Elementary Education). ..... .... ....................... Richmond, Virgiina 
Tadlock, Helen Blum (Mathematics Education). ...... . ........ Fort Lee, Virginia 
Taylor, Regina Mooney (Elementary Education). ... .. ...... ......... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Sykes, Sandra Kay (Elementary Education). ............ . . ... ................... Richmond, Virginia 
Timok, Virginia M. Semsey (English Education).... .. . ..... .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Toney, Merle Norment t (Elementary Education)... . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Tonnesen, Mark James (Distributive Education). ... .... .. ................. .. Woodbridge, Virginia 
Trant, Thomas Michael ( Health & Physical Education ). ......... ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Tucker, Virginia Capehart t ( EEglish Education).... . .. .. Richmo!ld, V\r~n!a 
Upshaw, Nancy Page (Biology Education). .... ...... .......................... West Pomt, Vugima 
Visconte, Rita Christine (Elementary Education)........ . .. Alexandria, Virginia 
Walker, .Leila Gill (Business Education) . . .............. Richmond, Virginia 
Walsh, Joseph Thomas (Mathematics Education).. . ... Newport News, Virginia 
*With High Honors 
·"·*With Honors 
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Walton, Thomas Lee t (Health & Physical Education) ...... .................. Urbanna, Virginia 
Waraksa Ellen Sperber t ( English Education) ............................ Colonial ~eights, V\r~n\a 
Ward, Ellen Karen (Elementary Education) .......................................... .Arlmgton, V1rgmia 
Ward, Sandra Ann (Elementary Education) .................. .. ... .... .. ... ... .......... .. Urbanna, Virginia 
Warren, Patricia Ann (Biology Education). .............................. .. ....... Sa~ An_tonio,_T~~s 
Wasiluk, Joseph Rose t (Elementary Education ). ........ ....... ................. Martmsv1lle, V1rgima 
Webb, Beverly Ann ..,. (Business Education ). .. ..... ........... .. ..... . .. .. .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Welch, Martha Anne .. (Distributive Education). .. . ... ..... ................. Petersburg, Virginia 
Wesley, Anne Krsul ( Health & Physical Education ). ........... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Whetstone, Janet Marie ( Elementary Education)... .. . ........... ......... .... . Richmond, Virginia 
White, Sister Maureen t (Elementary Education). .. . ..... Bristow, Virginia 
White, Steven Floyd (History & Social Science Education). .. ... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
Whitehead, Robert Lee, Jr. (Mathematics Education). ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Willingham, Linda Williams (Business Education) .. .... . ..... Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Willis, Esther Stokes t (Elementary Education). ..... ............. Boyertown, Pennsylvania 
Wilson, Willard Woodrow, Jr. (Mathematics Education ). . . ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Wood, Patricia Nicholson t (Mathematics Education). .. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
Woodcock, Joan Frances t (Mathematics Education). .................... Chesterfield, Virginia 
Woodfin, Mary Lu Waltman t (Elementary Education). ...... ....... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Woodhouse, Mary Gutridge (Mathematics Education). ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
Woodruff, James Ellis (Health & Physical Education) ....... .. ...... .... .. .. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Woods, Barbara Nuckols t (Health & Physical Education ). . . . . Richmond, Virginia 
Worden, James Errol, Jr. t (Health & Physical Education). ....... Alexandria, Virginia 
Wright, Barbara Allen (Elementary Education ). ........... ......... ....... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Wyman, Dennis Eugene ( Mathematics Education). .... .. Highland Springs, Virginia 
W yman, Mary Rilee (Elementary Education), . ... .. .. . . . . ... .. ......... .. Richmond, Virginia 
Young, Robert Bruce t (Health & Physical Education). ............... Richmond, Virginia 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC AND MUSIC EDUCATION 
Binns, Elmore Earl t (Voice) . . .......... ........... .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Bos, Margaret Norris (Theory & Com__position ). ....... .... ..... ....... ....... .. ... ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Bowman, Estelle Galloway (Music Education).. . ......... Doswell, Virginia 
Bray, Patsy Darrelle t (Organ ).. . .. . .. Hopewell, Virginia 
Campbell, Mary Elzabeth t (Music Education) .. . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
Carter, Kennedy James t (Sacred Music) ............................ Newport News, Virginia 
Cobb, Vivian Blaine t (Music Education). . . .. ............. Richmond, Virginia 
Copple, Barbara Lee t (Piano). ...... .. ... . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
Dongieux, James Cary (Theory & Composition ).. .... . .. ...... ... .... ......... . Richmond, Virginia 
Gravitt, John Wilkins t (Music History & Literature) ... . .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Hardy, Shirley Anne t (Music Education ).. . . ................ Petersbur~, Virginia 
Higgins, Anne Ashe (Music Education}.... .. . .. .. . ......................... Richmon , Virginia 
Hughes, William Martin .... (Music Education) . .... .. ...... . .............. .... ...... . Richmond, Virginia 
Krause, Charles Allen (Music Education ). .... ...... ............................. Richmond, Virginia 
Lipinsky, Linda Susan t (Music Education).. .... . ............... Bay Shore, New York 
Moore, Sandra Sanger (Music Education)... . .. . ....... ........... ... Richmond, Virginia 
Shaw, Katherine Marie (Voice). . .... ... .. . . .. . ... . .. . .. .... Warwick, Rhode Island 
Trant, Brenda Self (Music Education). . .. . ... ...... ... ... ....... ....... ... ... ... Richmond, Virginia 
TuckwilJer, George Lee, III (Brass).. .. .. .... .. .. ... ..... .... . . . ........ . .. .. Sandston, Virginia 
~:sr;:e1~a~arEne~c'ti~1~1e~~~~in~~~~~? .. ~ ... ~i~~~.~~~r~? ·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.1fci:;~~d: ~:~~~:: 
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MASTER OF ARTS 
Cornwell, Barbara Ferguson (Art History).... . ..... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Grant, Marena Rollins ( Art History)... .. ..................... .Hampton, Virginia 
8.F.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Koogler, Lily Elaine (Art History).. . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
A.B., The College of William and Mary 
Luck, Barbara Ross (Art History).. ..................... .. . .................. Ashland, Virginia 
B.A. , H ollins College 
Moss, Melissa McGuire t (Art History) ........ . 
B.A., Hollins College 
Pearson, Sandra Lee (Art History)... . ....... . 
... Alexandria, Virginia 
........... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Mary Washing ton College 
Waters, Inocencia L. t (Art History). ............................... . ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F .A. , Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Bublitz, Betty Jane t ... .......... ................................... . ... ... Petersburg, Virginia 
B.S., Wisconsin Sta te College 
Dourakos, T heodoros Dimitrios .... ........ .... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A. , M aryland Institute College of Art 
Farha, Nofa Teresa... . ............... . ..... .] acksonville, Florida 
B.A. , St. Andrews Presbyterian College 
Gilbert, Katharine Nuckols... ............. ..... ......... . .. . ........... .... Chatham, Virginia 
B.F.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Patch, Richard L., II t .. ...... ..... .............. ...................... .................. . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Peacock, Rubin Clifton ......................................... ... ........................................... Pfafftown, North Carolina 
B.S. , U niversity of Georgia 
Porter, Lloyd Richard. .. ............................. ............. . ........ ................. . 
B.F.A. , Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Raper, James Leon t ..... .................................. . .............. ............. . 
... Richmond, Virginia 
.... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Stanley, Frances Radel t ... .. ..... . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
ll.F.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Stevens, Wendell Barry... . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F .A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Trusch, Ida Morgan ......................... . ........... Mathews, Virginia 
B.F .A. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Turner, Tom French ............. Columbus, Georgia 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Ball, Elizabeth Hulit (Special Education) .... ................................. Highland Springs, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Bagan, Beverly Smail t ( Administration and Supervision). ............... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A ., Pennsylvania State University 
Basham, Hugh LeRoy t (Guidance)............................................... . ......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Vir~nia Conunonwealth University 
Booher, Thomas Gilmer t (Guidance) ............... ................ .................................. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Emory and Henry College 
Bosher, William Cleveland, Jr. t (Guidance). . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., University of Richmond 
Bowser, McEva Roach (Elementary Education)...... . .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Elizabeth City Sta te College 
Boykin, Sallie Strayhorn (Guidance)......... ........ . ...... .Trenton, North Carolina 
B.S., North Carolina Central University 
Brogden, William Mayo t (Guidance)........... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , East Carolina University 
Brown, Elizabeth Anne Bowie (Special Education)... . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Emory and Henry College 
Capps, James Leigh, Jr. (Special Education). ..... . ................................ .... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Coombs, Joanne Hall t (Elementary Education)......... . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Unive rsity of Rhode Island 
Copeland, Jean Laverne Parrish t (Elementary Education) Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S., Madison College 
'(Completed Degre-e requirements prior to June 1970 
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Cowardin, Annie Mae Tureman t (Guidance). .. .. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U nive rsity 
Crayton, Charlotte Matthews t (Guidance).......... . ............ Richmond, Virginia 
B. S. , Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Criss, Mary Ellen (Guidance)........... .... .. ... .. ... ........ .... .. 
A .B., F ai rmont State College 
Crist, Alton Leslie (Guidance) ...................................... ... .... ...... ..... ... .. .. 
B.A. , U niversity of Richmond 
Crute, Emma C. (Administration and Supervision). .. 
B.S ., Longwood College 
Dodson, Dale Derk (Guidance)........... ........ .. . . ..... .... .. .... . 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
.. .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
.. . .Hopewell, Virginia 
.. ..... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia 
Dowling, James Edward (Guidance) ........ .. .. . .... .. ...... .. .. ... .......... ...... ........ Hopewell, Virginia 
B.G.E. , University of Nebraska 
Edgerton, Althea Johnston (Elementary Education) ......... 
B.A. , M a ry Washington Coll ege 
Freeman, Mary Bosley (Elementary Education). ... .. ..... . 
B.S . , Florence State U niversity 
. ........... Richmond, Virginia 
.. ... Richmond, Virginia 
Goin, David Neville t (Guidance) .... .. .... ... . ........ ... ............... .. Isle of Palms, South Carolina 
B.S. , College of Cha rles ton 
Gordon, Frances Gray t (Special Education) .. .. .... . ........ . Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Virginia U nion U niversity 
Greene, Marilyn Elaine (Guidance) ... . ... .. . Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.A., Longwood College 
Grinnan, Carolyn Drinard (Guidance)... . ........... ..................... ... .. ..... ... .. .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
A.B ., The College of Willia m a nd M ary 
Grinnan, Elizabeth Hewett t (Elementary Education) ................ .. ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Hawthorne, Raymond Sherrod t (Guidance) ... . ................ Fort Bragg, North Carolina 
B.A .. U niversity of Richmond 
Herzog, Robert Williams t (Guidance) ... . ... ..... ... Beaverdam, Virginia 
B.A. , R a ndolph-Macon College 
Hilldrup, Robert Pendleton (Administration and Supervision).. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Eas t C a rolina Coll e.~e 
Hilliard, Norman Lynwood t (Administration and Supervision). .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Medical College of Virginia of Virginia Commonwealth University 
Irvin, Gloria Johnson t (Guidance). ..... .. .. ............................... .......... ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Jackson, Betty Burgin (Guidance) .... .. ...... ... . . . ..... . .. .. ... ............ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A .. Bennett College 
Jervis, James Frederick (Elementary Education).. . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , University of Richmond 
Jones, Mary Carolyn t (Guidance) ... . .... Fredericksburg, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia. Commonwealt h U niversity 
Jones, Pamela Kennedy t (Special Education)... . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Roa noke College 
Jones, Patricia Strang (Special Education) ... . .. . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Jordan, Joseph Tandy (Administration and Supervision) ............ ... ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., St. Edwards U nivf' rsity 
Kelley, Helen McDonough t (Administration and Supervision) .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Westhampton College 
Kaltreider, Marian Shearin (Guidance) ... 
B .S . , Virginia Com.monwealth University 
.. ... ..... . Richmond, Virginia 
Kraft, Gama Blakey t (Guidance). .. .Mechanicsville, Virginia 
B.S. , U niversity of Virginia 
Krueger, Betty Dedrick t (Guidance). ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virgini a Commonwealth U niversity 
Kunkel, Nancy Jane t (Special Education). .. . ... .... . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A . Roa noke College 
Lazarus, Freyda Cohen t (Guidance).. ... .... ......... . ....... ... ... ........... .. .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Rochester ln.s titute of T t'chnology 
Leonard, John E. (Administration and Supervision). .. .... .... .. ..... .... .. .... . 'Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., St. Bern a rd College 
Lindsey, Jacquelyn Shaw t (Guidance). .. . .. ... ....... Mechanicsville, Virginia 
B.S. , E as t Ca rolina College 
Lowe, Betty Fahr (Guidance). ........ ... .. ... .. ...... ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., L ongwood College 
Luck, Joyce Ann (Administration and Supervision)... . ..... .... .. Chester, Virginia 
B.S., M adison College 
Lyon, William McMillan (Administration and Supervision) .......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., University of Richmond 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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McCarther, Jesse Cathedral t (Special Education). .. . ........................ Petersburg, Virginia 
B.A. , St. Au~ustine 's College 
McDorman, Hazel Estes (Elementary Education). .......... . .................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , M adison College 
Minnigh, Nancy King t (Guidance). ................................ ............................... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , The College of William and Mary 
Moak, Marion Schiele t (Special Education). ........................................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Bob Jones University 
Ornstein, Eunice Salton (Elementary Education)............ . .......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Paterson State College 
Patterson, Lucia Mendicino (Special Education). .. 
B.A ., University of North Carolina 
Payne, Carolyn Marshall (Elementary Education). ............. . 
B.S., Madison College 
. ......... ....... Richmond, Virginia 
. .... Richmond, Virginia 
Pittman, Shirley Rotella t (Guidance). .......... ................. . . ................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Madison College 
Rainey, Jean Dawson t (Guidance). ............. ................................... ... . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Ramsey, Elizabeth Apperson (Elementary Education). ...................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.F.A. , University of Alabama 
Reed, Mildred McCorkell (Elementary Education). ...... . . ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Mary Washington College 
Reynolds, Jane DuLaney t (Special Education). .............. . 
B.M .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
. .. Richmond, Virginia 
Rennie, Eleanor Harvey t (Special Education)... . ........... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., The College of William and Mary 
Ridout, Barbara Burnside t (Elementary Education). ........................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Longwood College 
Rose, Doris Rogers t (Guidance). ........................................... .................... Fredericksburg, Virginia 
B.S. , Medical College of Virginia of Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Sheffield, Rosalie Spain (Guidance) ..................................................................... Petersburg, Virginia 
B.S. Longwood College 
Squires, John Lester, Jr. (Guidance)......... ............................ .. . .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A ., Rutgers University 
Stillwagon, Hazel Camden (Elementary Education). ... . .... ... . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Styles, Betty Smith (Elementary Education). .............................................. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Tanner, Donald Lee (Guidance). ................... .................... .................. .. . . ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Memphis State University 
Turpin, Anne Burks t (Guidance). ............... ................................. . ............. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Lynchburg College 
Updyke, Juanita Akers t (Elementary Education). ....................................... Chester, Virginia 
B .S. , R adford College 
Valz, Mildred Rinker t (Guidance). ......................... ...... . 
A.B. , M arsha ll University 
Vanatta, Patricia Ann (Special Education). .. 
. ............ .. . Richmond, Virginia 
...... Claremont, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Wallace, Carolyn Wooldridge (Guidance). ......................................... . ...... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S .. Virginia Union University 
Ward, Lucy Lindsey (Special Education). ............................... . 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Warner, Martha Jean Mayberry t (Guidance). ............................... Colonial Beach, Virginia 
...... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Willett, Anna Aaroe t (Special Education). ............................................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Williams, Eleanor Callahan (Elementary Education). ... ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Saint P aul 's College 
Williams, Shirley Brown (Guidance) ... ........ .. ......... . ....................... . Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Greensboro College 
Windisch, Robert Francis (Administration and Supervsion) 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S., Millersville Sta te College 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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MASTER OF MUSIC 
Cato, Mary Lee (Applied Music) ......... . ... ... ... _.... . ................ ......... Emporia, Virginia 
B.A., North Carolina Wesleyan College 
Clements, Lewis Frederick (Music Composition). . ... . Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.M.E., Virginia. Commonwealth University 
Herbek, Raymond Henry (Music Composition) ......... . Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Old Dominion College 
Myers, James Vernon t (Applied Music) ... ...Hampton, Virginia 
B.M.E ., Shenandoah Conseivatory of Music 
MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
Bos, Edwin James t ..... . Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , University of South Carolina 
Bowman, Jane Steele t.. . ..Newport News, Virginia 
B.M.E., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Hughes, Page Emerson, Jr.... . ...... Glen Allen, Virginia 
B.M.E. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Preston, Frances Sutton t . .. ........ Fredericksburg, Virginia 
B.M., University of Wisconsin 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
Dermoushegian, Jacob ....... 
Epps, Jean Moyler .. 
.............. .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Belhaven College 
. ......................................... ....... ... ........ . Hampton, Virginia 
Glaser, Bernard Hyman t .. 
B.S., Virginia. State College 
B.S., Old Dominion College 
. .... Norfolk, Virginia 
Granger, John A., IIL ......... ......... ......... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Hargraves, Elizabeth Sponaugle . . ..... Falls Church, Virginia 
B.A. , Fairmont State College 
Harris, Charles Allen t ... .. Wytheville, Virginia 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky State University 
Johns, Dolores Yuille t ........................ ........ ...... ... Roanoke, Virginia 
Jones, Rebecca Gates t ... 
B.S., Virginia State Co11ege 
.. . . . ..Lynchburg, Virginia 
B.S., Longwood College 
Moore, William Mahone... . .......... ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Turner, John E. f.. . .. . ....... .. ..... Roanoke, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Ward, Stuart Houghton t 
B.S., Boston University 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Anderson, Lolita Winston ... .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Morgan State College 
Armstrong, Janet Cameron... . . Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Bell, Ernest Widgeon, IIL ... .. ...... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Hampden-Sydney Collegl' 
Bellaire, Betty Holladay . . .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., The College of William and Mary 
Bentley, Cynthia Edgecombe ... .... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S., Hampton Institute 
Bridges, Robert E.. .. . .. ... ....... ... .... ..... .. ..... Norfolk, Virginia 
B.S., Toccoa FaJls Institute 
Carroll, Jacqueline Ruth .. . ........ ... Virginia Beach, Virginia 
B.S., The College of William and Mary 
Cartledge, Lillian Bowles . . .... .... Richmond, Virginia 
Cohen, Mark Alan ... 
A.B., Virginia Union University 
.. Brooklyn, New York 
B.A. , Long Island University 
.. . Brooklyn, New York Copeland, Lemuel.. 
B.S., Virginia. State Coll".~c 
Dabney, Sarah Elizabeth Russell 
B.A. , Virginia Union UnivcP.\ity 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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. . Richmond, Virginia 
Dawkins, Carolyn Geraldine ... . ... Norfolk, Virginia 
Faulkner, Myriam Jean. 
Flynn, Ray Jennings ... 
Fontaine, Charles Duane. 
Ford, Ray Charles ...... . 
Frank, Gerald ... 
French, Susan Jane ... 
Friedman, Jess Martin 
B.A., Norfolk Sta te College 
. .. West Union, West Virginia 
B.A. , Alderson-Broaddus College 
. ........................................... .. Spartansburg, South Carolina 
B.A ., Carson-Newman College 
. ........ Minot, North Dakota 
B.P. , U niversity of North Dakota 
. .... Carlsbad, New Mexico 
B.S ., Texas A & M University 
. ........... Southampton, New York 
B.A., George Washington University 
. .... Alexandria, Virginia 
B . A. , University of Minnesota 
B.A., Queens College 
....................... Flushing, New York 
Garrison, Cowles Rucker... ................................ ... .. . .................... . . ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Gillikin, Marlene Muller... .. . ... ....... Portsmouth, Virginia 
Gluck, Alan B . .. 
Goldberg, Marylee 
Grazer, Walter Ernest.. . 
B.A., University of North Carolina 
B.B.A., City College of New York 
B.A., Drew University 
....... Richmond, Virginia 
...... Richmond, Virginia 
.............................. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A ., St. Mary's Seminary 
Green, Robert Gordon ................................... ............ ............. . ................... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Gribbin, Marie Claire... . ....... Glen Cove, New York 
A.B. , St. J oseph's College 
Gunn, Henry Lewis, IIL. .... ................................. . ............. Colonial Heights, Virginia 
B.S. , Virginia Commonwealth University 
Hart, Lois Edna ...... Williamsburg, Virginia 
B.S. , Winthrop College 
Herndon, Patrick Carlton. ... . ...... ......... .. . . .......... White Pine, Tennessee 
B.S. , East Tennessee State University 
Jenkins, Peggy JoAnne . . .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., High Point College 
Johnston, Wayne Leslie.... . .. ....... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Joseph, Theodore. . ..... Pompton Lakes, New Jersey 
Koons, Joseph Richard ... 
B.S ., Fairleigh Dickinson U niversity 
... Danville, Pennsylvania 
Lewis, Doris B .... 
B.S. , Bloomsburg State College 
. .. .Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Locke, Barry Lane .. . 
B.A., Michigan State University 
. .. .... Fairmont, West Virginia 
Ludlum, Sara Lee .. . 
A.B. , Fairmont Sta te College 
... Wilmington, North Carolina 
Martin, L. Guy .. 
B.A. , Wake Forest University 
...... Richmond, Virginia 
McIntosh, Peggy Marie ... 
McLaughlin, Joanna Toney ... 
B.S., University of Virginia 
B.S., Auburn University 
. ................ ....... Richmond, Virginia 
............ Richmond, Virginia 
Meade, Gary Douglas . 
B.S ., Howard University 
. ............................................... :Coeburn, Virginia 
B.S., East Te nnessee State University 
Mizrahi, Judith 'Denise.. . . ...... Washington, D. C. 
B.A. , University of California 
Mosemann, Christian Wenger... . ......................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , Eastern Mennonite College 
Moser, Joanne Catherine... . ..................... Richmond, Virginia 
O'Brien, Lloyd Emory. . 
B.A. , R oanoke College 
. .. Springfield, West Virginia 
B.S. , Frostbu rg Sta te College 
O'Farrell, Michael Clarkson... . ..... Charleston, West Virginia 
Paige, Joseph Dennis ... 
Pardue, Ramon Ernest.. 
B.A. , Brown University 
. . ..... .. ... .. Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Central College 
.............. Glen Allen, Virginia 
B.A. , R andolph-Macon College 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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Park, Frank Bin .. . 
B.A., Kyungpook University 
...Arlington, Virginia 
Park, Jong Sam .. . ......................................... .. ... Kyung-Ki-Do, Korea 
D.D.S. , Princeton Theological Seminary 
Parker, Tom W. 
Parks, Kitty F .. 
........... ....... .. .. ................ .. .......... Burnsville, North Carolina 
B.S. , East T ennessee State University 
.... ..... .............................. ................. .......... . .. .. .. Bon Air, Virginia 
Preddy, Diane Preston .. . 
B.S., East Tennessee State U niversity 
.... Stokesdale, North Carolina 
Quarles, John Calvin .. . 
B.S. , Eas t Ca rolina College 
..... .... ....... .... ........ Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Virginia Union U nive rsity 
·· · ····· · ········· ···········- · 
Sampson, W. Knox ... 
Sear, Romany E .... 
Shepherd, Mary Ellen ... 
B.A. , Oklahoma Ba ptist University 
......... ................ . ................... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A ., D avis and Elkins College 
...... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , University of South Carolin a 
Shingleton, Edward DanieL ... Elm City, Nonh Carolina 
Smith, Margaret Anne ... 
Stigerwalt, Carol Ann 
Stockdale, Eleanor Lee ... 
A.B. , Atlantic Christia n College 
.......... .................. Bedford, Virginia 
B.A. , Lynchburg College 
.. ... ...... .......... .. ..... .......................... .Danville, Pennsylvania 
B.A., Nyack Missionary College 
............. ... . .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , M adison College 
Stone, Alfred Jennings, Jr .... .. . Ronceverte, West Virginia 
B.A., Concord College 
Strane, Clinton Ashton... ............. .................. ............. .. ..... Richmond, Virginia 
B.A. , Virginia Sta te College 
Stukas, Arthur Anthony .. ... ....................................... ........ .. ...... .. ..... .Queens Village, New York 
B.A. , City College of New York 
Thayer, Catherine Fuller ... ... ..... . .Richmond, Virginia 
B.A., Mt. H olyok e College 
Weinbach, Beverly Owens... . ............. .. ..... Alexandria, Virginia 
B.A., George M ason Coll ege 
Welborn, Betty Jackson.. . . .......... ........ .. ........................ Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Wolff, Ivan H ... . ..... ........... ...................... .. ...... ... .Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
B.B.A., University of Pittsburgh 
Wood, Aldine Rosendorf... ...... .... ........ .... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S ., Virginia Commonwealth U niversity 
Younkins, John Payne... ...... .. ................. . . ........ .. ... Richmond, Virginia 
B.S. , M adison Colle1<• 
tCompleted Degree requirements prior to June 1970 
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PRIZES AND AW ARDS 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
Diane Elmore Chandler 
James Vernon Gray, Jr. 
Carolyn Jane Howard 
Mac Arthur Ke;irney 
Ilse M. Harlfinger Niedermayer 
LEADERSHIP AW ARDS 
Christine S. Cooke 
Randolph D . Eley, Jr. 
Ronda Ileen Kruger 
Charles L. McLeod 
Mary R. Skudlarek 
Leslie S. Thysell 
SERVICE AWARDS 
Patricia A. Blake 
Edward Norgrove Camden, IV 
Bruce B. Meador 
Sandra Jean Talley 
Judith H. Weinmann 
Virginia Ellen Whitten 
ACCOUNTING AWARD 
James Vernon Gray, Jr. 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
INTERIOR DESIGNERS AW ARD 
( Virginia Chapter) 
Mrs. George deVignier Lewis 
DUNCAN & HUGGINS, LTD. 
INTERIOR DESIGN AW ARD 
Alexander C. Baer 
MID-ST ATE TILE INTERIOR 
DESIGN A WARD 
Henry M. Jenkins (Class of 1971 ) 
ACHIEVEMENT IN THE ARTS 
Kenneth A. Fadeley 
Rejena Lynn Goffigon 
Robert W . Hill 
Edward T. Tones 
Mrs. Linda Rutland Marlow 
Leonard J. Mizerek 
James L. Perkins (Class of 1971 ) 
Laura L. Pharis 
Susan C. Sandler (Class of 1971 ) 
Gretchen A. Schroeder 
H. ELIZABETH MESSICK AW ARD 
IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Judith H . Weinmann 
V.C.U. ALUMNI AWARD 
Ronald David Roberts 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AWARD 
Leila Gill W alker 
The Senior class of 1970 is pleased to announce a gift of furniture to be 
given to Virginia Commonwealth University for the James Branch Cabell Library. 
CERTIFICATES FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES 
Blau, Margaret Elaine 
Cox, Betty Jeanette 
Driscoll, Diana Lee 
Fisher. Mary Lee Boesewetter 
Hall, Katherine Thomas 
Hall, Marian G . 
Klimas, Susan Marie 
Lewis, Gary Wakeman 
McKenney, Sue Collier 
Mishuk, Betty L. 
Post, Sharon Louise 
Occupational Therapy 
Reynolds, Carol Beatrice 
Rodgers, Ivy Elizabeth 
Romeo, Carol Louise 
Schaefer, Patsy Eby 
Scott, Sandra Kay 
Shkuratolf, Nancy Lynn 
Winstead, Karen Jane Swenson 
Wikoff, William Joseph 
Wilderson, Mary Roberta 
Wilson, Roberta Lorraine 
Young, Karl E. 
Lira, Frank Thomas 
Rehabilitation Counseling 
Ridley, Yvette B. 
ENGINEERING 
The following students have completed two years of Engineering offered by 
Virginia Commonwealth University and arc recommended for admission to Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute. 
Anderson, Michael Glenn 
Butler, Marion Linwood 
Baker, Vernon Arthur 
Call, David Allan 
Carlon, Frank Asbury 
Carnes, John Rhodes 
Corbett, Michael Martin 
Davidson, Robert Stewart 
Dyson, Charles Wesley 
Fraysse, John Watt 
Hagen, Carson Duvas 
Marchant. Dennis Stephen 
Robertson, John Lewis 
Shaw, William Allen 
Stallard, Aylmer Lee 
Thomas, Charles Vaden 
Walsh. Ronald Edward 
Wessell, Henrv Walter 
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